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The redcoats suddenly rushed upon the crowd or men and boys aboilt the effigy. John Blunt.
·
fell, and a big redcoat was about. to strike him with his musket. ·Then Dick
nd. the Libert Bo s came to the rescme.
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The Liberty Boys On the' Commons
OR, DEFENDING OLD NEW YORK
By HARRY MOORE

CHAPTER !.-Spying on a Spy.
A manly-looking boy in Continental uniform
was walking down Wall street in the city of New
York one pleasant afternoon in September, at
<• time when the patriots still held the city, but
the British were threatening it from all sides.
They had troops on Long Island, and at Staten
lsland, just across the bay, there were ships in
hoth rivers and at Governor's Island, and the
prospects were indeed gloomy.
The boy in Continental uniform was the captain of a troop of one hundred brave young patriots lately organized to fight for American independence, and known as the Liberty Boys. His
Y>ame was Dick Slater, and his home was in
Westchester, fron} which district came the greatn part of the Liberty Boys, and he was a thoroughly manly boy as well as a stanch patriot.
Just now he was in search of information of the
<-nemy, and also waiting for instructions, the
boys being in camp on the Commons a little
:>bove the city. ready to aid in defending old
New York, to march against the enemy, or to do
anything else that was required of them .
As Dick walked along Wall street toward the
City Hall at a good swinging pace he suddenly
recame aware that there was some one following him. He stopped to speak to one of the
l.iberty Boys whom he had despatched to the
r ity something earlier, and no~ced that the man
~:topped also.
"Very good," he said, in a loud tone, and then
went on, the stranger following.
A few steps farther on he stopped to spea1< to
an entire stranger, simply to ask an unimportant
question, and at once the man behind him came
to a halt and waited until he went on. Then he
entered the City Hall and remained there a few
mmutes, finding the stranger waiting for him
when he came out. The man was dressed in the
ordinary clothes worn by citizens, and would
have passed not1ce from most persons, but Dick
Slater was a very observant boy, and saw things
which a great many would have passed without
notice.
He saw that the man stood unusually erect,
that his eye w:is clear and seemed to take in all
things at a glance, and that he had a shrewd
]ook not at all in keeping with the manners of
an ordinary citizen, as he appeared to be to the
casual observer.
"The fellow is a spy,'' was Dick's instant
thought, "and be is following me to see what he

can learn. Very well ! Perhaps I can spy upon
the spy, and learn something on my part."
Dick Slater was a very clever spy, and had
been employed by General Washington himself,
.from whom he held his captain's commission, on
matters of the utmost importance, always giving
complete satisfaction. He turned into Broad
street and walked down toward Fraunces tavern,
on the southeast corner of Pearl street, at that
time a gre:it resort of officers in the patriot
army, and stopped halfway down to speak t o a n
officer of his acquaintance. The stranger wa&
following, and Dick said in a low tone:
"Don't tell me anything till this man passes.
I am convinced -that he is a spy in the pay of
the British ."
The other had come on at the same speed at
which Dick had been keeping up, and would now
be obliged to go on or be suspected.
"Yes, captain, the girls are very well, thank
you," the other officer said. "Come to tea this
evening, won't you?"
"Children over the measles?" Dick asked carelessly.
"Yes, thank you; especially the '\Jaby. He had
it lighter than any of them."
"Ah! that was a good thing. Well, I cton't
know but that I'll run in here now for a short
time. Good day."
The stranger had stopped a little way down.
the street to ask how to get to a certain peint,
and heard this conversation, which was of n o
importance.
"If he thought that I wa,s going to talk of
important matters, he must have been greatly
disappointed," thought Dick. "! must manage to
change my attire so as to follow him."
Dick Slater bad many friends in the city, and
there was one right in. Pearl street, not very far
from the tavern. He h..td spoken of goin"' to
1.he officer's house so as to give an excuse"' for
dropping in at his friend's house, knowing very
well that the stranger would follow and wait for
him. Turning into Pearl street, he stopped at
An unpretentious-looking house and raised the
heavy brass knocker. A maid servant answered
his summons, and he asked:
•
"Is Mr. Nugent at home?"
"Yes, captain ;'come right in."
When the dcor was shut Dick looked cautiously through the sm::Jl, diamond-shaped panes of
colored glass at one s!de, and saw the stranger
a little way up the street, watching the house.
"As I thought," he muttered. "H e thinks this
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is th e lieutenant's house, and that I have stopped to call for a few minutes."
In the lib rary Dick wa s received by a ·pleasantf aced, elderly gentleman, who sa id :
"I a m pleased to see you, captain. I s t here
a ny n ews of importance ? Anything t o fear
from the enemy a s yet?"
"Their · s pies are in the city, trying t o obtain
information, sir," Dick returned. "I have been
followed by one, and ·now I intend to s py on him.
Will you furn ish me with a change of cloth·
ing, so tha t I ma y pass unnot iced ?"
"To be su re," laughed the old gentleman.
"That is a very clever idea. What would you
like?"
"A suit of black, and a wig; I think I will be
a doctor for the present. That will fit in well
with what the spy knows, or thinks he does, of
this place."
Dick told in a few words what had taken place,
and the old gentleman fitted him out with what
he wanted, the boy making the change in one of
the bedrooms. The maid was given certain instructions, al\(} also made a few changes in her
attire in order to carry out Dick's scheme of
deceiving the w aiting spy. The latter p resently
saw a lady show the doctor out, thanking him
effusively for what he had done for the children,
and saying that he had better call aga in soon.
"Have no fe ar, ma 'am," replied the supposed
physician, who was the young patriot spy, of
course, t a king a pinch of snuff. "No, I won't
call a gain. "
"Oh, but I think you had better," in a high
key.
"Yes, they are better, I told you."
"Better call again, I said."
"Scald 'em ? No, you mustn't make it a s hot
as that."
"Come aga in, I said, doctor," and the supposed mother shouted in the sup posed ph ysicia n's
ear.
"Oh, yes, exactly. Good day. "
Then Dick went away, hi s gold-hea ded stick,
his wig, his snuff, hi s suit of black , his deafness,
and h is air of self-importance, all ind icating the
old family physician, and not hing of t he clever
young spy. H e saw the strang er wa lk a way a
few · pa ces, still wa tch ing t he h ou se, a nd evidemiy waiting wit h some impatience for the
young captain to come out.
"H'e'll have a weary time wa it ing, " he
chuckled to himself, "but I don't want him to
wait, for I want to follow him, see where he
goes, and hea r what he. says. "
Dick saw two or th r ee officers go into
Fraunces tavern and went on , noticing a s he
went up the few steps that the spy was coming
on, being met by a nother man n ear the corner.
"He is gett ing tired of waiting," was Dick's
thought, "and thinks that perhaps he ca n lea rn
something from some of the officer s whom hesaw enter here."
He entered, totik a seat in a corner, and presently saw the suspected spy and hi s companion
come in and take seats in a quiet corner not far
from his own place. There were newspapers on
a table near by, and Dick pr esently arose, took
his pewter of home brewed, and sat at the other
table, picking up a paper. Neither Dick Slater
nor any of the Libert y Boys ever dr a nk ales or
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s pirits, but sometimes made a pretence of doing
so in order to have an excuse for remaining in
certa in pla ces.
"Be caref ul what :Tou say," whispered the
spy's companion.
"The old fellow may be a
rebel."
"It matters very little what he is," with a
laugh and in a n ordinary tone. "He is as deaf
as an adder. Aren't you, you old humbug?"
Dick paid not the slight est attention, as if he
had not hea rd, but adjusted his big spectacles,
picked up the paper and began to read, taking
no more notice of the two nien than if they had
not been there.
"H'm! he is deaf enough, certainly," with a
laugh . "You did not learn anything from the
young rebel ?"
"No; and I don't think they suspect anything,
a s he seems to be simply walking about, calling
on young women, asking about children and
such like. I don't believe he will be out of there
for an hour."
"He would not be likely to know very much,
anyhow, would he?"
"Yes, for the Liberty Boys have the confidence
of the rebel general, and young Slater would be
the very one to know. That is why I followed
him."
"He is employed by Putnam?"
"Yes, and by Washington himself. The rebels
must know nothing of oµr intentions, and I wish
to discover what he does know."
"The city will soon be ours if all goes well."
"Exactly, but the rebels must not know it., or
there will be more difficulty in taking it. Th ese
young rebels are camped on the Commons, and,
with their horses, can be ·moved rapidly to any
point, and it is very important that they should
know nothing of the a ttack to be mad.e at the
upper end of the island."
"And I am very gla d that I do know of it
now," was Dick's thought.
"Do you think we might capture the young
rebel? " a sked the other.
" Perhaps, if we could get· a decoy note to him.
I think it could be so ca refully worded that he
would be deceived."
"It would h ave to be," thoi.ight Dick, with a
smile, which the two spies did not see.
"Tell him that we know where there are- British spies, and get him to come and surprise him.
Tell him to bring some of the Liberty Boys with
him. Jove! We could bag the lot , and deliver
them to Howe. He will pay five hundred pol}nds
for Slater alone."
"Very g ood ! This will be as good as finding
out about the rebels and how much they know."
The t wo spies presently went away, the one
Dick had followed saying, as he arose:
· ·
"I will see you at the chop house near the old
theater in an hour."
•
"I must be there myself with some of the Liberty Boys," thought Dick. "If we can capture
the fellow it will go far t oward delaying the
enemy's plans, I think."
;When the spies had disappeared Dick left the
place and returned to the house in Pearl str et,
where he doffed his disguise; put 'on hi& unifo}.'1Il,
and set out up Broadway toward the 'Commons,
where the Liberty Boys had their camp.
"There will be plenty of time," 'he said to him-
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self. "If I had caused the arrest of the two
spies in the tavern we would have learned nothing; but now we will."
He was walking up Broadway on the west side
of the street, and had nearly reached Rector
street, when he saw a man, bl"-,d apparently,
crossing, feeling his way with a stick, when all
of a sudden a horse drawing a chaise, in which
sat a young girl in great tenor, came rushing
up from the direction of the river. The girl
was evidently unable to check the speed of the
horse, and the blind man did not know his danger. Here were two persons in peril, a nd it
might not be possible to save either, but Dick
resolved to do what he could for the one least
able to save himself.

CHAPTER II.-A Very Clever Capture.
Hurrying forward, at great danger of being
thrown down by the frantic horse, Dick su!fdenly
seized the bridle rein and threw the animal almost upon his haunches, at the same time saying
to the blind man:
"Keep right on, sir; you are in no danger."
Fortunately, the Liberty Boy whom Dick had
seen in Wall street now came hurrying from
the direction of Trinity church, and assisted the
blind man to reach a place of safety, returning
to Dick and ·helping the young girl in the chaise
to get out.
"Oh, I wish you would see me home!" she said.
"I don't know why he ran away. I suppose it
was hearing that rebel band playing rebel music
that sbnted him. Who will see me home? I
will never trust myself to him again."
"If you will let Ben Spurlock drive, miss, I
think yo~1 will be as safe as if you walked," said
Dick politely.
The girl seemed to notice the uniforms of the
l:loys for the first time, for she suddenly turned
up he1· nose, tossed her head, and said in a most
scornful tone: ·
·
"Ride with rebels? Indeed, not! I would sooner walk!" ,
"Which you might do, for all of me, unless I
were ordered to accompany you, miss," i·etor.tei;I
Ben, with a laugh. "I suppose the captain ought
to apologize for havillg rescued your Tory high. ness? If I were you, I would say a s little as
possible about rel~els at this time. The people
might not like it."
"You may send the horse and chaise to the
first house on the ri ver, " said the girl haughtily.
"I shall not ride, least of all with a rebel."
Then, with a toss of her head, the goi rl h1rned
toward the church, leaving Dick and B en standing with the horse and chaise in the middle of
the street. At that moment, however, a groom
came hurrying up from the direction of the river
a,nd claimed the horse and chaise as belonging to
his master.
"The beast is not fit to trust with any one but
a strong man, and Miss Mercy knew it; but she
went off alone before any one cpuld interfere,
having her own way, as she always does," the
man explained.
The horse knew him, and he got into the
chaise and drove off, leaving the young girl to
go home alone.
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"Rather self-willed, as well as a Tory," laughed Ben. "Two very bad qualities. I wonder if
she expected us to return the trap after having
treated us so discourteousl y?"
"It is little matter what so rude a person
thinks, Ben," with a smile, "but there is work
for us to do. Run up to the camp and get a
number of the Liberty Boys to go to the chop
house in Chapel street near the old theater. I
want to capture a British spy. "
"The boys will be quite ready for a task of
that sort," laughed Ben, as he hurried off.
Dick went up Brc;adway more leisurely, and
at John street came upon one of the Liberty
Boys wearing the uniform of a first lieutenant.
"Hallo, Bob!" he saffi. "I am glad I met you.
There is some lively work for us. I am going
to capture a British spy."
"Good!" exclaimed Bob Estabrook, who was
the first lieutenant of the Liberty Boys and Dick
Slater's closest friend, the two being like brothers.
As the two walked up Broadway, Dick told
Bob how he had turned the tables on the spy
and how he now meant to capture the fellow
it were possible, so as to learn all they could of
the enemy's intentions."
"That's a famous idea, Dick," laughed Bob.
"The fellow is scheming to capture you, and you
are arranging to take him a prisoner. That is
very good."
"Yes; but it will be better still if it turns out
~mccessfully," replied Dick.
"It can hardly help doing so if the boys are on
hand. They will all take part in it eagerly, for
they would like nothing better than capturing a
spy."
"Very true; but they must not show themselves too soon, or the fellow may take the alarm
and get away."
.
The boys turned off toward Chapel street when
they neared the Commons, and here they came
upon Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant of
the Liberty Boys, one of the bravest of them all,
thoroughly trusted by Dick, and a universal favorite.
"Did you meet Ben Spurlock, Mark?" asked
Dick.
"Yes, and he said that you had some scheme
on hand , the capture of a British spy or something like that," returned Mark. "That ought
to interest the boys."
"Hang a round the neii;hborhood of the old
theater , Mark," said Dick, "and when you hear
the signal, come up. \Ve must not be too numerous at first, or we may frighten our man
away."
"Do you th ink we can catch both, Dick?" asked
Bob, as Mark went ahead.
"Perhaps; but if we catch one it will be all
right. I would like to take both, of course. "
The boys reached the chop house and saw the
spy sitting by the window, it being close upon
the time set by him to meet his confederates.
Dick and Bob strolled carelessly along, and presently saw Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, Harry
Judson, Phil Waters, and one or two-others in
odd corners, some looking in at the shop windows, some sitting in coffee rooms, and some
strolling carelessly along.

if
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·'We must not raise a hue-and-cry," said Dick,
"or the man will be torn to pieces."
"No· it ought to be done quietly," agreed Bob.
"Co~e with me, then," said Dick.
Then he turned and walked toward the chop
house, signaling to the boys as he passed to close
in quietly. He and Bob entered the chop house
and i;at at the same table with the spy, who
looked up in surprise and said with a great show
of indignation:
"'llhis table is reserved, young gentlemen, and
I think it would be as well to ask if you are
welcome before you sit--"
"You are going with us," said Dick, in a quiet
tone. "You know me, I believe, having planned
to effect my capture by means of a decoy letter."
The man turned pale, and Dick said:
"My lieutenant has a pistol in his pocket. and
could shoot you in a moment. There are a dozen
Liberty Boys within call. I think it will be better for you to leave here with us as if you were
on the most sociable terms, rather than have
any trouble."
The man paled visibly and muttered :
"You are making a great mistake. I am a
spy in the rebel cause, and I have--"
"We do not call ourselves rebels," interrupted
Dick. "Do you remember the doctor in Fraunces
tavern? You got rather tired of waiting at the
house in Pearl street, didn't you? You made
this appointment with your friend, but I think he
is late. I don't think we will wait for him. Suppose we call on General Putnam, or perhaps
some one less high in rank?"
The spy seemed utterly dumfounded at the
amount of knowledge possessed by Dick, and, as
the boys arose, he arose in a mechanical fashion, as if he could not help himself. He seemed
about to dash away as they reached the door, but
suddenly saw Ben and Harry step forw ard as
if about to enter the place.
"Why, hello, Williams!" said Ben, as if he
had known the man all his life. "We were looking for you. Oh, I see, you found the captain."
"Yes, and we are all going to the camp," said
Dick.
Bob had his arm in that of the spy and was
talking animatedly to him, and one w? uld have
supposed that they were the best of friends.
"You are cleverer fellows than I gave you
credit for," said the spy to Dick, "but you have
not caught my companion, and he will warn the
general."
.
. ,,
"He will not know anything about 1t, returned Dick. as he suddenly turned into a narrow
alley. "He may see a number of Liberty Boys,
and he will think that you hllve become alarmed
and dared not keep your appointment."
Dick and Bob were presently alone with the
spy so far as he knew, but there were others
within call. The two· young patriots took him
out upon Broadway, and then along the west
side of the Commons to the camp.
"You know this location, I believe," said Dick.
"Here is where you were going to send the messenger with the decoy letter. You don't know
my other haunts, do you Z I have many of
them."
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"I did not know that you were so good a spy
Slater," said the other. "Of course, I knew that
you were one--"
"On account of Howe's having offered a reward," observed Dick.
"Yes, to be sure, but I thought that perhaps
men had exaggerated your exploits and that--- "
"You redcoats don't know the half of wha1
Dick Slater has done," sputtered Bob. "Why, he
knew that you were following him from the
first time you started on the trail, in Wall street,
and he led you to the place in Pearl street inventing all that talk that you heard with a ~an
he scarcely knew, so as to get a disguise and follow you instead of being followed. Why, if you
were one quarter as good a spv as Dick Slater
is, your fortune would be made."
"You are a very clever young rebel, Slater."
muttered the spy. "I shal l certainly have to
give you credit for !l'etting the best of me very
adroitly."
·
"We are not rebels, Mr. Williams, as I shall
have to call you, not knowing your name," said
Dick.
"Williams will do," muttered the spy.
"Until we know your real name, which will
prohably not be long," dryly.
The spv was put in a tent under a strong
guard, and the boys ''"ere 1> 11 eai;er tQ hear Dick's
story of how they had taken him.
The boys were just finishing dinner when Will
F1:eeman, one of the boys, came to Dick and
said:
"There is a boy here, captain, who wants to
.ioin the Liberty Boys. He looks like a sturdy
boy, and he seems to be a good patriot."
"Send him here, Will," replied · Dick, and Will
went away, shortly returning with a boy about
his own age.
"Do you want to join the Liberty Boy;:?" asked Dick, loC>t;ing ~t the other bo_y closelv.
"Yes, captain.
Mv name is John . Blunt. and
I live in the Greenwich village. I have seen you
boys, and think vou are doin g a good work and
I would like to join."
'
'
"ls your father willing that you should join
us, John?"
"Ye~, captn;in.
I ask.ed him this morning, and
he said I rmght, but 1f you woulrl like me to
bring him down here, or if you would send two
or three of the boys with me, I will take them
there, and they can hear what he has to say
about himself."
"I can send some of -the boys with you, John.
Did you walk?"
"Yes, for the horse was at work, but I don't
mind that."
"You need not walk back, for I can lend you
a horse. YVill, you and Ben may g o with him
when he is read)•. Had your dinner, John?"
"No, captain."
"Then get something to eat before you go back,
for you must be hungry."
The boy ate moderately, and then set out with
Will and Ben for his home, evidently in fine
spirits.
"I thlnk he will make a very good member of
the troop," said Dick.
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CHAPTER 111.-Dick and Bob in Trouble.
After the boys had gone a few minutes Dick
went to the tent w here the spy was under guard
and said:
"You may su spect, Williams, that we know
considerable concerning the enemy's plans which
is quite true. When is the attack on th~ upper
part of the island to be made?"
" I don't know," replied the spy. "I only know
that it is to be made. That is a matter which
rests entirely with General H owe."
Dick looked at the spy, and saw that he was
not telling the truth, having slightly changed
color as he spoke. F ew would have noticed this
bu_t ,there. was little that escaped the youn g cap~
tam s notice, and he said quietly:
"It would be better for you to tell me the
truth. You do know the time set for the attack
and you had better tell me. "
'
"I won't!" snarled the s py, seeing that Dick
had detected him in an un truth, for all that he
had sp0ken with such an a ir of frankness.
."Perhap_s som~ one else _ will make you tell,"
Dick replied.
Others \nil u se more forcible
means, as you will di scover."
The man said noth ing, and Dick left the tent,
saying to Bob, whom he met outside :
"Send three or four of the boys to Putna m's
head r-uarters with the spy. He refuses to answer."
"Very good," said Bob; and Sam Sanderson,
Phil Waters , Harry Judson, and Paul Benson
were sent with the spy, who r~alized the peril
he was in, but nevertheless refused to speak.
Some minutes later, as Dick and Bob were
preparing to leave the camp on the Commons to
go into the city, two very pretty girls came riding up, and were assisted to alight by the boys
themselves.
"Well, girls, what brings you down to the city
at this time?" asked Dick. "Don't you know that
we are threatened by the enemy, and that the
city may be · attacked at any time?"
"Oh, we came down on a visit to some friends
in the Greenwich village," replied one of the
girls, who was Alice Estabrook, Bob's sister and
Dick's sweetheart, "and so we thought we would
run down to the camp to see you; but, of course,
if you don't want to see us--"
"Why, Alice, you know that brother and Bob
are never going to say that!" exclaimed the other girl, who was Edith Slater, Bob's sweetheart
and Dick's sister. "Besides, we knew the news
before we set out."
"Of course we did, and came just the same,"
laughed Alice. "You must not take me too seriously, my dear."
"Then you met Ben and Will?" said Dick,
smiling.
"Yes, and they told u s that there were alarms;
but then there are always such, and if we stayed
away every time \\·e heard them you would see
nothing of u s."
,
"Oh, no, we wouldn't!" laughed Bob.
"You mean that you would rome to see us? "
"No; but that you would come to see us in
spite of alarms," with a ch uckle.
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Alice and Edith stayed till well on toward
sunset, and then Dick and Bob set out with them,
Dick riding a "fine black Arabian called Major,
while Bob was mounted on a bay. They reached
the house where the girls were staying, remained a short time, and then found the house of Mr.
Blunt. They saw the boy's parents and were
greatly pleased with therre both the father and
mother being plain, sensible people, of the best
principles, and thorough patriots. They in their
turn seemed very much pleased with Dick and
Bob, and Mr. Blunt said:
"I have heard of the Liberty Boys and of the
work you have done for your country, and John
has spoken about going in with you, and as far
a s I knew I had no objection, but I wanted to
see more of you before I gave my full consent.
The boys I sa~· this a_fternoon pleased me very
much, and I said that if you were all like that I
would be perfectly satisfied."
"We are mostly Westchester boys, Mr. Blunt,"
Dick returned, "and you may know som:; of them.
Besides the boys who came with John, there are
many others-Sam Sanderson, Phil Waters, Paul
Benson, Ben Brand, and othe~," and Dick named over a score or more of th&.
"Yes, I guess I know the fathers of some of
them," John's father answered, "and a fter seein"'
you I have no objection to make. I'll send Joh~
down after he's done hi s chores."
"Any time you like, sir," Dick replied and then
he and Bob took their leave. ,
'
They were riding on at a fair speed 1 having
left the old village, and being on a rough road
vhere there were trees on either side when
without the least warning, several men' sprang
out upon them from both s ides of the road and
seized their horses.
"Don't let the. young re~els escape," growled
some one, and Dick recogmzed the voice as that
of the man who had been with the captured spy
at F ~a unces tavern.
The boys tried to escape, but the attack was
so sudden and the road so dark here that they
were at a disadvantage. They were pulled from
the saddle and hurried through the woods two
of the men leading the horses, while t~o or
three each kept a tight hold upon the boys.
They went through the woods, down a hill,
'ind to a rough-looking house in a little lanP.
where there was a light burning. Dick and Bob
recognized several of their captors as men from
the neighborhoop where they lived, all being not
only rank Tories, but men of the most evil
reputations. They were taken in to the house and
tied to chairs on opposite s ide~ of the room, the
spy saying to Dick, with an evil look on hi s already forbidding face:
"You had something to do with t he disappearance of my companion, and now I am going to
take you to the city and give you up to Howe
and get the reward."
"We want some of it in advance," muttered
one of the Tories.
"After you get the money
we won't see a penny of. it, so you want to pay us
before the rebel leaves here."
"Oh, you'll get you c· share," returned the spy.
"We're bound to, or n;ck Slater never leavei
OU!' s ight."
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doubt in the man's mind, and he was not slow to
take advantage of it.
"I told you you did not kl)l!W anything about
The spy saw that he would have trouble with the matter," he said, with a laugh. "You'd bethe Tories unless he satisfied their demands, lieve anything, but I know. I'll give you ten
and it was evident that he had little or no money pounds, and that's a good share, seeing that I
with him, and also that he would like to put them have all the trouble."
ofl' with a trifle, he -leeping much the larger
Even ten pounds was a large sum to the Tory,
sh.are.
and he saw that it was that or nothing, the spy's •
"We want ten pounds apiece," said one of the dominant attitude having caused him to make a
Tories, whom Dick and Bob knew as Hank Jones. complete backdown.
"That's for Dick Slater. The other fellow is
"All right; let's have it now, and-by George!"
wuth something."
At that moment both boys had sprung to their
"There is no reward for him," the spy an- feet, their hands free, and, grasping the chairs
swered. " You can let him go after our troops in which they had been sitting. There were
are in the city."
candles on the high shelf over. the fireplace, this
"That'll be wuth five pounds apiece; call it a being the only light the place'. .afforded. As the
couple o' hundred for both jobs. Give us the Tories turned at their leader's\ exclamation and
money and you can take Slater as soon ail you saw the boys ready to make a dash upon them
please, but he doesn't leave here till we get it."
it came. In a moment every candle was swept
· "But I don't carry that much money about to the floor and extinguished.
with me. What are you afraid of? You can
"Look out, shut the doot!"
come to the city with me, if you like, and see
"Stand firm and hold back the young rebels!"
me give the young rebel up. Do you think I
The boys did not make a rush for the door as
. am going to cheat you?"
the Tories expected. There was an open window
"No, we don't!" 'aughed Hank Jones. "We'll opposite, and toward this both boys made their
take mighty good care that you don't. Go and · way in a moment\ There was light enough for
get the money, and you can have the rebel."
them, and they were out almost at the same in"You won't trust me, and I don't see why I stant, and hurrying around to the front of the
ediould trust you, angrily. "You are so suspi- house at the next. They found the horses tethtious yourselves that I believe you would cheat · ered to trees close at hand, and quicklv" released
me if you could. I've a mind to wash my hands them and sprang into the saddle. The Tories
of the whole transadion, to let you carry it had not disarmed them in their haste to make
through yourselves. How much attention would them prisouers, and the boys still had their pisthe general pay you? You could not get within • tols which they could use if they pleased. They
a mile of him. Why, your very faces would be were well on their way to the main r oad before
a passport to the city jail, and you wouldn't see the confused sounds which they heard from the
a farthing of the reward."
direction of the house told them that the spy and
The Tories looked black, and the spy went on: the Tories had come out, having discovered the
"Go ahead, manage the affair your own way. escape of their prisoners.
You won't trust me. Very well: I'm done with
"They won't come on in any hurry, Dick,"
the whole affair."
lau ghed Bob. "They are afraid of our p· tols."
The Tories were somewhat taken aback a~ the
"Yes, hut there is no need of firing, in any
spy arose and started for the door, for they had event, unless we are in danger."
expected that he would hand them over a goodly
Reachi!1g the road, Dick listened and said:
11um of money, and then do all the business of
"Wait a m0ment.
I hear some one coming.
taking the prisoner to the city and collecting the It may be John Blunt."
reward without them. During the dispute the
"That is so; he was to come on sh0rtly."
men had gathered ~J one side of the room, quite
In a short time they could hear the clatter of
apart from the boys, of whom they took no no- hoofs very plainly. The TorieR were coming up
t ice, no more than if they had not been in the the hill, and now Dick shoutf)d:
room.
"Hallo! John Blunt, is that you?"
They had been tied rather loosely to the chairs,
"Yes. Is that you, captain? Why, I thoug.J1t
you would be at the camp long before this."
with their hands fastened behind them, and upon
"We were delayed. ' Come ahead, but look out
the instant that the quarrel began Dick set to for yourself. There are Tories about."
work with fingers and wrists trying to get his
"Come on, all 0 ~ you!" shouted Bob. "Give it
hands loose. He gave Bob a significant look, to the Tory rascals."
and the young lieutenant got to work at the same
Hank Jones and his comrades, thinking there
moment.
were many, of the Liberty Boys coming, beat a
"Wait a . minute," snarled Hank Jones, as the hasty retreat, and the boy presently came up,
spy started for the door. "We didn't say we asking:
distrus ted you, but it's only nateral that we want
"Who are you calling to? Are there any more
something for our trouble."
of the Liberty Boys e:i..'Pected, captain?"
"You want it all." laughed the spy. ''Yes, and
"No, John," laughed Bob. "But these Tories
more. The reward is only a hund1·ed pounds, ·, think there are."
and you want two. Go ahead and manage it, if · The three boys rode on, there being no sound
you think you are going to get so much!"
0f pursuit, and then Bob briefly told of their ad"O :il y :i hundred ?" muttered J ones. "Vi hy, I venture, John Blunt having been greatly puzthought it was five."
zled by Bob's allusions.
.
It was, but the spy had already awakened a
"H'm! then if you hadn't got away when you
CHAPTER IV.-The Redcoats Come to Town.
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· did, I would have got to the camp first, and the
boys would have wanted to know where you
were, and I couldn't have told them," declared
John.
"No; but there would have been a hunt all
along the road," said Bob. "We can thank the
greed of the Tories for our escape, for the time
that they lost in quarreling was just what we
n~eded to free ourselves."
•
"They mu st have tied you pretty loose, or else
you are spry with your fingers."
"It was a little of both," laughed Bob, "but we
are pretty hard fellows to keep, and as slippery
as eels v. hen the enemy tries to hold us, my
boy. You must learn the same thing, for you
may be taken prisoner some day, and you don't
want to stay with the enemy any longer tha
you can help."
"No, I guess not," with a laugh.
The boys reached the camp without further
adventure, the others being grPatly interested in
hearing what had happened to them.

CHAPTER V.-Leaving the City.
There was fighting going on in the upper part
of the island, Dick knew, and the enemy would
no doubt do all they could to land troops at
different points lower, having already put a
force ashore somewhere on the Hudson near the
foot of Partition street. Therefore, he ordered
the boys to dismantle the camp and get ready to
retreat toward the upper part of the island.
While this was being done the rest of the boys
remained at the lower end of the Commons to
hold back the redcoats as long as possible in
case they advanced again. The booming of canmm on both rivers threw many of the inhabitants into a panic, and there was a great rush to
get away from the city. The day was hot and
sultry, and there was great suffering, and would
be more as the hours went on. Putnam received
orders to evacuate the city, and at once made
ready to do so. The redc0ats were still not ready
to make a considerable attack on the lower part
of the isl:rnd. although quite a number of men
had been landed.
There was a great deal of confusion, and many
lawless men were going about, intent on robbery
and worse. and these the soldiers kept in check.
"There will be more trouble farther along,"
said Dick, "and we will no doubt have to fight
for our liberty much more than we did down
here."
Dick knew the roads through the interior of
the island, where there were swamps and woods,
and was thus able to lead the Liberty Boys in
safety and evade the British troops, who were
waiting to fall upon any fugitives and capture
them. Putnam had a narrow escape, passing
within a short di stance of the waiting redcoats,
while a number of officers were being entertained
by Mrs. Murray at her mansion.
The shade of the broad piazzas, the refreshing cakes and wine and the witty cooversation of
the patriot hostess delayed them long enough to
save Putnam, for he was well on his way by
the time the officers were ready to leave. When
the boys were safely on their way, Dick sent
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Bob with them, and set aft' toward the Bloomingdale road, thence intending to make his way to
the Greenwich village to 'get the girls and escort them to some place of safety.
He had nearly reached the house where the
girl s were staying, when he saw a number of
redcoats in the road beyond it, and then saw
some sort of disturbance taking place just ahead
of him. Hurrying on and dismounting, he saw
a young girl being rather roughly handled by a
number of boys, a coachman- driving a gig hurrying- to her assistance. He recognized the girl
as Mercy Mallette, and hurried on.
"Oh, we're rebels, are we?" cried one of the
boys. " Well, you're a scold. Duck her in the
pond, boys."
"She thinks she can ride right over us and we
can't say a word,'' declared another.
It was evident that the girl had been pulled
from her horse, for there was one with a side
saddle close at hand, and she wore a riding habit
of fine cloth, and carried a whip.
"Ride over people and call them rebels, eh?"
Dick hurried forward, and pushed some of the
boys aside as the angry and greatly flushed
young woman cried:
"Are there no gentlemen here? Will no one
protect me from these ruffians.? Captain, can't
you help me?"
"I am ashamed of you, boys, to treat a lady
so roughly," said Dick quietly. "Your mothers
never brought you up that way, I am certain."
"They didn't, captain," said one of the boys
"but she rode down a blind man and called u~
rebel s, and you can't blame us if we got angry
=~u?"
'
"You might get angry, to be sure; but you
should con sider that this is a young lady, and
not.the same as a boy ·or a man."
"She didn't act like a lady, captain.
She
called us rebels, and-look out, captain!
The
redcoats are coming!"
The coachman had reached the young woman's
side by this time, and was now a ssisting her to
mount. The redcoats had caught sight of Dick
and were now coming on with a shout, hoping t~
capture him. The boys at once picked up sticks
and stones, and, as Dick leaped into the saddle
began a vigorous attack upon the enemy. Th~
coachman hurried the girl away, but not before
she had been struck once or twice, and the redcoats made ready to fire upon the boys. The
latter sought places of shelter behind trees
fences and buildings, whence they continued t~
hurl sticks and stoJl e:.; at the redcoats. Dick was
out of the way by this time, but he had not seen
the two girls a s yet, and he did not mean to leave
until he had. Men joined the boys, and the redcoats began to have a h ard time of it, and fell
back, the crowd increasing every instant.
Dick d id not see Mercy Mailette again, and
concluded that the attendant ha d conducted her
to a place of safety. The ,.edcoats· retired, the
place getting too hot for them, and then Dick
Went to the hou se and found the girls in a state
of great excitement.
"If you will get ready I will take you up to
Fort Washington," he said, "where you will be
safe, and whence you can leave for home whenever you like. " ' ait a few minutes. I want to
see John."
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were getting ready Dick hur- brought it back, the horse being unharnesaed by
ried away to Mr. Blunt's house, where he found that time. Then, with the rail put under one
John lying in bed with a broken leg.
wheel, they managed to extricate the g ig and
"I'm afraid I can't join the Liberty Boys just draw it out upon dry ground, where the horse
now, captain," the boy said, looking up. "That was again harnessed to it.
redcoat didn't hit me with his musket, but I
"If you will go back along this road, which is
had a bad fall, and a lot of the redcoats tram- not so bad as it is here," i:;aid Dick, "you will
pled on me in their hurry to tear down the ef- reach one of the main roads, which you will find
figy."
easy to travel."
"I am sorry that you are hurt, John," an"Why "don't you come with us "?" asked the
swered Dick, "but I am glad it is no worse. You young woman.
might have been killed if that big ·redcoat had
"Because I do not wish to run across, any of
struck you with his musket."
your friends, the redcoats, to speak frankly, " re.
"There were redcoats here n-0t long ago, cap- plied Dick.
Then he returned to the girls, and they went
tain," said the boy's father. "You'd better keep
on, but shortly struck into a road which seemed
a lookout for them."
"Yes, I shall do so, but I don't think they will worse than the one they had lef.t .
return. I will come and see you again when I
"This will not be so bad a little farther on,"
said Dick, "and I am taking it to avoid the redam in the city, as I think I will be very soon."
"It was very kind of you to sbop and see me coats. I hear them coming, and I cau ght sight
now, cr.ptain," replied the boy, "for I'm not one of them for a moment."
They kept on, and soon turned into a scarcely
of the Liberty Boys yet."
"But you would have been if this had not hap- perceptible bridle path, nearly hidden by the
pened, John," with a smile, "and even if you trees, along which they made fair speed.
"Why did th ey wish t o take that terrible
were not I would have to see you a,s long as
you were known to u s and I was present when road?" asked Alice.
"I am sure I can't tell, and there seems to be
you were hurt."
The village was quieter now, the redcoats hav- some mystery about the yo'lng woman wn ich T
ing departed, and Dick left and went for the cannot undlfrstand. However, as I shall probgirls, findi ng them all ready to leave by that ably not meet her again, it d()l's not matter."
time.
From a bit of rising ground some distance on,
"We shall have to take a by-road, I think," Dick could see the redcoats t r ying t o find th~
Dick e"plained as they went on. "The enemy way they had g-one, and evide ntly very much
are swarming all over the island by this time, puzzled. They continued rap idl:v a fter this and
except in the interior, which they do not know, saw no more of the r edcoats. reaching the c.imp
and that is where we had better go."
of the Liberty B o y ~ on the farther side of Har The girls were ready to go w herever Dick took lem Plains, soon to be a neut r al ground between
them, and made no complaint of the rough, al- the two hostile camps.
most impassable, road they were forced to travel
After a rest Dick and Bob went as fa r J.s
for a time. Dick presently saw wheel tracks and Kingsbridge with the girls, leaving them wit h
hoofprints, and rather wondered at them, as the friends and return ing to the c~ mp. On t h . W :J.V
road was not one that was generally used, and, back Dick told Bob about mee ting the Tory gfr[,
in fact, it was known to but few.
and added:
"Some one has come in here from the lane,"
"I can't understand why s he should be on l
he said to himself, "and neither is used much."
horse and no one in the g-ig, n or why t hey sh:rnid
Proceeding, he suddenly saw a one-horse gig have ver,tured upon s uch a r oa d . The ~' were w
stuck fast in the mud, an d near it a young wo- a lane before that, which was only a l ittle Jwtman on horseback. It was Mercy Mallette, in ter."
fact, the coachman being in the gig.
"\Veil, she had to ask your ass is t a nce, a t 3rt V
"You seem to be in trouble, Miss Mercy," said ritte, and yesterday she would ha ve nothing ' " j ,')
Dick. "Why did you take this road? It is not with you, calling you a rebel," w ith a laugh. ''. {1;
the regular one, and is unfit for a carriage."
is a decided change."
"We wish to get to the upper end of the is"Yes, and the boys in the old village spoke of
land," replied the young woman. "Where are her riding down a blind man. I did not see him,
you going? Won't you guide us?"
but I wonder if it could be .Jabez Wilmerding "
"You would not have anything to do with Those two seem to come together a good deal. "
'rebels' yesterday," answered Dick. "What has
"It might have been, but d id she try to n d1
him down?"
made the change?"
"If you will give me a lift, sir," said the coach"I don't know. She did not try t yesterd.i.y,
man, "perhaps we can get the vehicle free, and but was run away with, and I did not see t h':l
I will turn back. It is no road, as you say."
affair of to-day. As I said, there seems to b':l
Dick listened for a few momentS', and then dis- _ some mystery about them all, and perhaps w~
mounted, saying:
shall never solve it."
."Ver y well, if you will do as I say we can get
The redcoats were in New York, but the pait clear. You had better step back where the triots were well entrenched at the upper end of
young la dies are, Miss Mallette, so that we can the island, and hoped to keep the enemy from
work."
advancing. There was not sufficient room in the
The young woman did so, and Dick told the fort for the 'lioys, and so they had their camp
coachman to unharness the horse, while he look- outside, and made themselves very comfortable,
ed for something to raise the wheels with. He being rea dy to g ive the alarm i n case the enemy
found a fence · rail at a little di stance, and appeared, and to hold them in chec as well. At
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night the fires were lighted, and the boys occu- if he were searched•the pistols would betray him.
pied themselves in various ways, their camp be- He would take a horse not likely to attract attention, and there was nothing against having
ing a very busy place.
one, as boys were often thus provided if they
were going a long or a short distance. He had
provided against the chance of his being searched and the letter being found upon him also.
CHAPTER VI.-On a Dangerous Mission.
He had removed the outer sole of one of his
There was no alarm in. the camp that night, shoes, an<l when the letter was given to him he
but the boys kept as sharp a watch as though placed it between the outer and inner soles, and
they expected one, and left no point unguarded. then securely fastened the former, and in such a
The Liberty Boys were always vigilant, whether manner that one shoe looked just like the other.
He sometimes committed to memory the mesthey expected to be visited by an enemy or not,
and this had often saved them from a surprise. sages entrusted to him, and took no writing whatEarly the next day Dick was sent for by the ever, but the general had explicitly mentioned
commander-in-chief, who had often employed the letter in this instance, and he therefore took
him on missions of great importance. Being ad- it, but he was careful how he carried it. The
mitted to the general's presence, Dick saluted letter was addressed, and this he remembered,
requiring to look at it only once to get it thorand awaited the latter's pleasure.
"Captain Slater," said the commander, looking oughly in his mind.
"I don't know how long I may be, Bob," he
up, "you have shown great skill as well as brave1·y on the errands you have performed for me said. "No time was mentioned, although I supheretofore, and I wish to entrust you with an- pose the sooner I get through with the business,
the better. You need not worry about me, howother."
"I shall do my best, your excellency," replied ever, for in case anything happens to me, I will
try and get word to you. I will tell Mr. Nugent
Dick quietly.
"I wish you to deliver a letter to a gentleman I am in the city, and if anything happens amiss
in the city. On no account must it be lost or he will get word to you."
"A11 right, Dick; but I suppose I shall be anxfall into improper hanc;:ls."
"It shall be delivered, your excellency," firmly. ious until I see you again. This is a risky busi"The enemy have doubtless extended their lines ness, for the British will be on the lookout for
quite across the island, and it will be difficult to spies, and there are Hessians, Tories, and every
one else to look out for, and you have no means
pass them."
"I will pass them, general, since you wish me of defending yourself."
"Except to take to my heels or use my fists,"
to get to the city."
"That is not the greatest danger, however, as laughed Dick, "which is just what an ordinary
you must know. You will be exposed to a still boy, such as I am supposed to be, would do."
"Yes, that is so, and I guess you are safer
greater one when you are in the city. Discovery
than if you had half a dozen pistols' with you."
You understand this?"
means death.
Dick exercised care in leaving the camp so as
"Yes, your excellency; but I am willing to face
not to be observed by any of the enemy's scouts,
death itself in the cause of independence."
"Very good; but I wish you to return safely, and left well to one side, working his way to the
captain, for much depends on the delivery of the eastward so as to go down along the East River
note whi~ I will give you. Return to your camp and by the Bowery Lane and Chatham Road into
and prepare your disguise. I will send the let- the city. He passed the enemy's outposts withter in half an hour. You had best go alone, as out difficulty, being taken for a mere farmer's
it will make it doubly dangerous if you have boy, and therefore of no importance.
"Have the rebels left the plain, my boy?"
companions."
officer whom he saw near the camp.
"Very good, your excellency," and Dick saluted asked an
"No; they're there yet," Dick replied carelessand withdrew.
Returning to camp, he sought Bob and told of ly; "but they don't seem to be doing anything."
"They'll be doing something shortly," with a
his errand to the city.
"I would like to be going with you, Dick," de- laugh. "Running as fast as they can run-that's
,
·
what they'll be doing."
clared B :ib eagerly.
"Shouldn't wonder," \\'as the1 noncommittal re"I should be glad to have you, Bob, but it will
be better for me to go alone, and the general ex- ply.
Farther along, inside the upper lines which
plicity mentioned this. You will take charge e>f
the camp, and, in the event of my failure to re- Dick had passed after answering a few ordinary
questions, he came to a tavern, where he saw a
turn--"
"But you will return. Dick!" emphatically. number of British officers, among them the very
lieutenant who had addressed him so ctlrtly that
"You must. That is a part of your errand."
''Tliat is one way to' look at it, Bob," with a mcrning, during the skirmish at the he::td of the
smile. "Well, I shall do my best to perform the pn.ss. The lieutenant's name was Warriner, as
he learned from hearing him addressed by othwhole errand, of course."
Dick put on an ordinary suit of clothes, and ers. He leaked at Di ck as he came up, and
looked like any other boy whom one might see asked, with an assumption of great authority:
"Where are you going, boy? Don't you know
in the neighborhood. He wore a suit of blue
homespun, coarse woollen hose, heavy shoes, and that any one coming from the rebel camp is
a r ound hat, having a few shillings in his pock- lock:::d up c;, with sus picion?"
"Well, I'm getting away from it as fast as I
et, but no pistols or other weapons of defense,
for be wished to seem like an ordinary boy, and can, colonel," replied Dick dryly.
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"Where are you going?" as'ked ·warriner, less
imperiously, his vanity touched by his sudden
rise in rank.
"Going home. There's too many bullets flying
around to suit me. You ain't afraid, I guess,
but I ain't a general, and that's different."
"You didn't learn .anything of wh:it the rebel s
are doing, did you?" giving Dick a sharp look.
"Lord! you must think I'm as big a gun as
you, general ! Who's going to tell me anything·?
First I know, if I go to a sking questions, I'll get
into trouble."
·
The other officers laughed, but vVarriner was
not altogether satiS'fied, and said :
"You may be a spy, for all I know. I've got
to be satisfied that you are not. Turn out your
pockets!"
"You ain't going to rob me, are you, governor?"
asked Dick, in evident alarm, beginning to empty
his pockets.
He had a handkerchief, a broken-bladed pocket
knife, a few shillings, and a bit of fish line and
some lead.
"No letters?" asked Warriner sharply, watching Dick's. face.
"Letters ! )_,or'! I ain't the post. Who'd write
letters to me?"
The suspicious officer thrust hi s hand into the
inner pockets of Dick's coat, fe lt the lining, and
said:
"No, I don't believe you llave any."
"Don't you think that you are over-suspicious,
Warriner?" asked a member of the group.
"Perhaps I am; but there is a boy among the
.rebels who is one of the cleverest spies in t,he
profession. He got the best of Wilberham, who,
you all know, is very clever."
"He did? Who is he?"
"Dick Slatsr, the captain of the Liberty. Boys.
If the rest of the rebels had watched him as
closely as Dick Slater did, Wilbe rham would
never have escaped."
"But you certainly do not imagine that this
stupid-looking boy is Dick Slater?"
"No, I don't; not now."

CHAPT ER VIL-Perils By the Way.
--. "Say. Mr. Man," said Dick, when he had put
his small belongings back into his pockets, "how
d.o I know that a lot o' other meddling fellows
won't stop me before I get home, and ask me a
lot of fooli sh questions and keep me waiting?"
The officers laughed, and Dick continued:
"You ought to give me a paper or something
that I can show to the other fellows, so that
they'll know it's all right, and I won't be pestered by any other foolish chaps."
"The boy is right, Warriner," laughed one.
"You ought to give him a pass at least."
"The fool ought to pass without question.
Others are not as particular as I am, nor do
they know about Dick Slater, as I do."
"Still you owe it to him to see that he has safe
conduct, having subjected him to this unnecessary examination."
Thus pressed, the lieutenant wrote on a leaf
of a despatch book, tore it out, and handed it to
Dick.
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"If a ny one ·s hould question you, give them
t hi.s;" he sa id.
·what he had written was a pass to the bearer,
whom he testified as bei ng thoroughly above suspicion, signing hi s full name and title to the
same.
"Much obliged, sergeant," said Dick. ·"Other
fellows may not be a s fussy as you, and then
they might."
Then he rode away with the pass in his pocket,
while all the officers laughed at Warriner; and
one said:
"'Well, the boy is not Dick Slater, of course;
but he is no fool for all that."
"So the spy has escaped, has he?" thoug11t
Dick, as he went on. "I must keep a lookout for
him, as he may be more careful now than he was
before we captured him. He must be up in thi s
neig·hborhood if Warriner has seen him so recently."
Dick met a sergeant and a file of soldiers half
a mile farther on, and was asked if he had a
pa1's. He produced the one which the lieutenant
had given him, and was permitted to go on without further question.
"The pass will be of great use to me," he said
to himself, "for it will save delays. If Warriner
only knew how greatly he is helping me, he would
be chagrined enough."
A sh ort distance farther on he came to a
tave rn where he tethered his horse and entered,
feeling the need of something to eat, and seeing
no redcoats about. He was eatin~ his dinner
and enjoying it, when the man whom he knew·
as Williams came in and looked at him sharply.
"Aren't you Dick Slater, the rebel spy?" he
asked, coming over to the table and taking a
seat opposite.
"I g·uess you folks up this way must be crazy
about Dick Slater, and think everybody is him,"
Dick returned quietly, going on with his meal.
"But aren't you?" the spy persisted.
Dick took the pass which Warriner had written, and spread it out on the table.
"He reckoned that others might be fooled just
the same a s he was, and so he gave me this," he
said. "You can put your name to it, if you
like, 'cause you seem to be somebody."
Then he went to eating and drinking as if
this little matter· was a thing not to worry over.
"Where a re you going?" asked Wilberham.
"I'm going to visit some friends; but I'd just
like to know what business you've got to have
any suspicions when that there paper plainly
says that there ain't any? If I am to be bothel'ed by every meddlesome fellow that comes along,
what's the use of my having it? Hallo, Mr.
Soldier!" to the sergeant he had seen a short
time before.
"'Well, boy, what is it?" asked the sergeant,
who had fortunately entered at that moment.
"I think this here fellow is a suspicious character, and I guess he better be arrested and
locked up.
"'Vhat is your business, and why do you annoy the boy?" asked the sergeant.
"He wanted to see my pass, and to !mow who
I was and where I was going, and then he'd have
wanted to !mow what I had for breakfast and
what I expected to have for supper, I guess. Has •
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right to ask for my pass? Has anybody that ain't a soldier?"
"No, they have not. Who are you?" sharply,
to the spy. "I believe the boy is right, and that
you are a suspicious character. Unless you give
me proof to the contrary, I will have you locked
up."
Dick went on eating, but showed no sign of
the satisfaction he felt at playing this trick on
the spy, who was greatlv annoyed.
"Why, don't you know me, sergeant?"" he asked.
"I am a spy employed by General Howe.
My name is Wilberham."
"It !nay be,.. but I don't know it. You'd better
go about your business ·and not be annoying inoffensive persons. Who are you, that you should
ask for passes? Be careful that you do not get
a pass into the nearest jail."
The spy was now convinced that he had made
a mistake, and was riot willing to show his credentials to the sergeant, and so he went out,
Dick saying to the sergeant :
"Have a pint o' beer? I'm much obliged. I
don't think that fellow is all Tight, but you need
not arrest him as long as he don't bother me any
1nore."
'·Thankee, I will drink your health, m,y boy,"
said the sergeant. "And my man won't trouble
you any more. If he does, call on the nearest
officer and have him locked up. I don't believe
he's any more of a spy than you are. Folks
don't go around telling other folks that they are
spies.
How could they spy anything if they
did?"
Then the sergeant buried his nose in the pewter pot, and took a long, deep draught, to his
complete satisfaction.
"That was a good joke on the spy," chuckled
Dick to himself, "and it would greatly increase
his respect for me if he knew it."
Having finished his repast and settled his
score, Dick rode away, seei~g nothing of the spy
he had so cleverly outwitted. Near the upper
l.:td of Blackwell's Island Dick saw a number of
c-;!l-l ';.ng men, who surrounded him and took
him fn. m his horse. They were not soldiers and
they were not spi{!S; they 'were simply footpads,
who were ready to pick up whatever came along,
no matter how small it might be. They looked
at Dick's pass and gave it back to him, but they
took his money and searched him for more, being disappointed that it was so little. They were
afraid to take his horse, and let him go on, berating him for not having more money.
The
horse could be traced, while "the money could
not, and so, having taken all that they dared,
the leader said:
"Next time you come this way see that you
have more money, or you'll get a beating. Now,
then, get on with you!"
The thieves then made their way toward a low
groggery setting well back from the road, and
Dick went on, not regretting the loss of the little money he had, a11d thankful that they had not
found the letter nor even suspected th a t he had
one. A little farther he came to a toll gate, the
keeper of which demanded toll ...before he could
go on.
"I was robbed back here a piece," Dick returned. "If you charge toll for using the road,
you ought to rpake it safe for travelers."
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"Robbed, my boy?" repeated the toll gate keepef. "Who robbed you?"
"Seven or eight lusty villains who ought to be
put to work keeping the road in order or sent
to the treadmill. One had a red beard, and all
had hangdog faces, sure passpo1·ts to the jail,
every one of them."
"H'm! that's the Turtle Bay gang, the worst
set of ruffians in the whole island. They'll all
get in the city jail one of these days. No one
can tell where next they may appear, and no
one can find them when he wants them." ·
"I can tell you where they are at this minute:
In the1 ale house under the hill, where they are
spending the shillings they stole from me."
A file of redcoats came along as Dick was
speaking, and heard what he said about the
footpads.
"They are ·rebels," said the sergeant. "Show
us the place, boy, and we will not only recover
your money, but lock up every one of them."
Dick had no reluctance to going back, for,
aside from recovering his money, it might be an
advantage to him to. be seen with redcoats. The
thieves were found in the ale house, as he
thought they would be, and we;re all taken in
charge upon his complaint. They all declared
that they were loyal subjects, and oot rebels, and
protested against arrest.
"We were only jesting with the lad," they said,
"and meant to give him back his money. Why,
we have plenty, and do not need to filch a few
paltry shillings from a lad like that."
"\;i;1e have heard of you," said the officer, "and
have been warned to have an eye on you. Turn
out your pockets a:nd let us· see what you have
stolen to-day."
"Look in their boots," suggest~ Dick, who noticed a sudden suspicious movement on the part
of one of the men.
The suggestion was followed, and a watch and
a fine silk purse was found upon the man Dick
had noticed. Property not at all in keeping
with their appearance was foun d on others, and
they all acted so susp;ciously that the officer
decided to take them in charge. Dick's money
was returned to hi:Jtl, the boy knowing how much
had been taken, and accepting only that much.
The fdbtpads were then marched back to the
to!! gate and on, Dick bein g allowed to pass free
of toll, riding with the serg0Rnt and not once
suspected. There were barracks at Kip's Bay,
and here the captured thieves were given in
charge. At this place, much to Dick's surprise,
he saw the other spy, the companion of Williams, as he knew the fellow·. He looked at Dick
and said, with a laugh:
"Well, my lad, you are in good company, or I
would be suspicious of you. You look very much
like a young rebel that I have had some experience with."
"Oh, you mean Dick Slater," said Dick boldly.
"I've been taken for the rebel . twice to-day."
"You have?" in great surprise.
"Yes.
Do you kn 0w Lieutenant Warriner?
He gave me this pass."
The spy looked at the pass, and said:
"Well, if Warriner gave you that, you are all
right.
Do you know Slater?" to the sergeant.
"Th~re's a reward of five hundred pounds for
his capture."
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"Go on about your business!" snapped the
"Fancy! He must be a clever rascal."
"He is. I had a narrow escape from him only sentry, and Dick rode on, laughing merrily.
"If General Sir William Howe had the slightyesterday."
"How was that, I wonder?" thought Dick. "I est notion that Dick Slater was so near," he
murmured as he went on out of sight of the mandid not see him at all yesterday."
"And he so clever ?" asked the sergeant, with sion, "I am afraid I would not be laughing so
merrily. However, there is nothing gained witha smile.
"Oh, he had no suspicion of it. I was in a gig out risk, and I knew the danger of the underriding along when we got stuck in the mud. taking before I set out."
Slater, who was on the retreat with his sister _ There were the lower lines. to be passed yet,
and his sweetheart, came along at the moment.:' and otlfer dangers to be faced that Dick knew
nothing of, and he did not yet consider himself
"And you ran away?" asked Dick, laughing.
t'N o. I got under the boot and hid there till out of the woods, as he expressed it. Reaching
he had gone. And he actually helped the coach- the lower lines, he found a most self-important
officer on guard, who looked at him sharply,
man get the gig out of the mud."
"That is all very well," thought Dick. "But examined his pass, and said:
"You may have stolen this. I do not know you
what was he doing with Miss Mallette?"
"If there were you and the J arcey and only and you may be a spy for all I know. There are
Slater, why didn't you capture him?" a sked the a great many rebel spies about. One was taken
-only this morning, and will be hanged at sunset."
·sergeant; at which .Dick smiled.
Dick made no reply, and the officer ordered
"There were others near, the Liberty Boys
were all on the retreat. We came upon them un- him to be searched. There was nothing found
expectedly. I would have led our regiment to upon him which a boy of his appearance might
capture the rascals, but we unfortunately got not have, and the officer was evidently chagrined
mired, and by the time we were extricated the at finding that he was at fault.
"Have you no papers?" he snarled.
men were gone, and I had to keep under cover."
"I showed you my pass," quietly. "What other
"There is something suspicious about the whole
affair," was Dick's thought. "But I cannot ask papers would I want?"
"The papers that every spy carries, of course!"
any questions without laying myself open to
with a snarl. "Make a more careful search."
suspicion."
"What makes you think I'm a spy?" asked
"You had better keep that pass by you, my
boy," advised the spy. "You certainly resemble Dick simply.
"We have to suspect every one that comes
the young rebel, and without that you might
have trouble in convincing people that you were along. Are you a rebel?"
"No, I am not," for Dick would never admit
not he."
"There was another fellow who said I was a that he was such, calling himself a patriot.
rebel," declared Dick. "But I told the sergeant
The soldiers ripped his coat, felt all along the
to give him in charge; He said he was a spy. waistband of his breeches, and made him take
Do spies tell folks what they are?"
off his shoes and hose, but could find nothing.
"Not generally. Who was he?"
"Seems to me you ought to know more than to
"He said his name was Wilberham, but I don't bother a boy like me," said Dick.
think he's any more a spy than you are," with a
"We have to suspect everybody, I tell you!"
laugh.
with a snap.
The fellow flu shed, but laughed with Dick and
"You wouldn't make a man go through all this.
the rest, and then the daring young spy rode Will you lend me a needle and thread to sew up
away, and not one of the party knew how well the lining of my coat?"
,
he had deceived them all.
"Go on about your ' business!" snapped the officer. "You have made us cn'&Ugh trouble as it
is."
"H'm! I didn't make it," with a laugh. "I'd be
CHAPTER VIll.-The Dangers of the City.
as big a fool as you if I asked you to do all
that."
He put on his hose and shoes, pinned up the
Shortly after leaving the spy and the redcoats,
Dick reached General Howe' s quarters, which lining of his coat, put the pass in his pocket and
'
were in the Beekman house, at Kip's Bay. Howe said:
"I know General Howe, and when I go · by
knew Dick by sight. and had offered a reward of
five hundred pounds for his capture, dead or there again I guess I'd better tell him what sort
alive, considering him a most dangerous enemy of guards they've got down here. I don't think
to h ave at large. The general himself was sit- he'd like it. He thinks a lot of me."
"The general thinks a good deal of you?" reting at ease on the broad piazza of the elegant
rnaiflsion as Dick rode by, but did not recognize turned the officer uneasily, beginning to think
him. One of the guards pacing the road demand- that he may have made a mistake.
"Yes; why, he's willing to give five hundred
ed to know his business, and where he was going,
but the general did not give him a second look. pounds to have me with him all the time!"
"Here's a shilling to buy needles and thread.
Dick showed hi.s pass and was allowed to go on,
Why didn't you say that General Howe was a
.
saying dryly:
"That'll be worn to rags if I show it to every friend of yours!"
"Oh, I thought I'd let you make a s big a fool
footpad, fool and bigwig who asks to see it between this and the city. I never knew I was so of yourself as you could," with a laugh.
The officer was puzzled to know whether Dick
important. Guess the rebels must have got you
was a fool or was really making game of him,
fellows pretty well scared."
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and finally allowed him to go without having
found a satisfcatory answer. Dick had his coat
sewed up in a little tailor shop on a street off
the Commons, leaving his horse at a hitching
post at the corner.
"That's where our camp was," he murmured,
as he looked across the green fields on hi s return. "It may be some time before we will put
our tents there again."
He had reached Broadway when he saw Prue,
the blind man's daughter, approaching. She saw
and recognized him, and was about to speak when
he put his finger on his lip as a sign of caution,
and stepped rapidly forward.
"Be careful," he whispered. "It is not safe to
speak my name in the city at this time."
"\Vhy are you here?" she asked.
"On business of importance. Were you at the
Greenwich village yesterday, you and your father?"
"Yes, when you protected the I?;"OUd girl from
the boys. Why did you do it?"
"Because I will never allow a lady to be
roughly handled, no matter what she may have
done. Then I did not know till afterward that
your father was in danger, and I do not know
now that Miss Mallette tried to ride him down."
"She had a spy in the gig, and was helping
him to get upon the track of the Liberty Boys
and lead the redcoats to them."
"Yes, I learned that afterw::.rd. Did she try
to ride down your father, or was that only the
talk of the boys?"
"She tried to do it because he knew that the
spy was in the gig." .
"How did he know it if he is blind?"
"He heard her speak to the man, and was denouncing him when she tried to ride him down.
I rescued him a nd hurried away, and then the
boys attacked her."
"That part I saw. I could not stand by and
see a young woman so treated. You cannot
blame me for that, but I must go now. Your
f ather was not hurt?"
"No, fortunately. Why should you befriend
Mercy Mallette? She would · betray you in a moment. She was helping the spy yesterday, and
she would deliver you up now if she were here."
"You are very bitter toward her."
"She deserves it. She is a wicked creature;
she lives on the wealth which belongs to--"
"Come this way," said Dick, in a low tone.
"She is coming down the street even now."
He quickly turned into Pearl street, Prue walking behind and shielding him from the sight of
any one on Broadway.
"Make haste," she said, turning her hea d.
"She has stopped the chaise and she is pointing
down the street. She has recognized you and
will betray you, as I said she would."
Even as the girl spoke there was a sudden hueand-cry, and a crowd of men and boys came hur1·ying down the street, followed by a number of
redcoats. There was a garden wall a few yards
farther down the street, and Dirk was over in a
minute, before the crowd saw him. Along came
the crowd, seeing nothing of Dick.
"Where did the rebel go?" they a sked, as Prue
stepped back to let them pass.
"I have seen no rebels," she replied.
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"The boy in blue homespun that just ran down
the street, where did he go?"
"He ran down the street. 'Why don't you go
after him?"
"There is an alley along here; perhaps he ran
up that!" cried one.
The suggestion was quickly taken up, and the
crowd surged down the narrow street in pursuit
of the mi ssi ng boy. Prue went back to Broadway, and found that Mercy Mallette had disappeared.
.
"She will betray him," she murmured, "but
will not face his accusing glances.
She is a
snake in the grass."
She looked down the street and saw that the
crowd . was ~·api~ly diminishing, and scattering
m vanous d1rect1ons. She saw nothing of Dick
but did not fear for him, feeling sure that h~
would take care of himself. Dick found himself
in a little garden shut in by high · walls, there
being a door in the wall opposite the one he had
leaped over which led into the street.
"That is as good a way out as any," murmured
Dick, hurrying doWn the flower-bordered path
toward the v.·all.
The door was not locked, and he opened it and
passed through, closing it behind him. He had
seen no one in the garden, but now, as he reached the street, he saw Mercy Mallette within a
few paces of him. There was no one in the
street whose attention she might attract, and in
a moment Dick was at her side and hissed:
"Have you no gratitude, no decency even? Ii
you dare to pronounce my name aloud. I will
denounce you as an impostor and a thief!"
T~e girl turned pale and staggered against
the iron paling of the house, while Dick, seeing
that his chance shot had struck home, hurried
away, and was soon out of sight.

CHAPTER IX.-In the Old Village.
" What Prue told me must be true.'' muttered
Dick, as he hurried away. "I always said there
was a mystery about the girl, and Prue seems to
know some of it. So does the old man. Well, I
haYe no time to study up mysteries now."
He did not see Prue when he reached Broadway, and crossed over and made his way to the
address given him by the general. A negro servant answered his knock, and Dick, as he had
been in strnrted to do, said:
"It is a dark day."
"So it is, sah, but come ra ight in an' we'll try
an' get some laight."
·
The servant ushered Dick in quickly and closed
the door, preceding the young captain to a room
in the rear, overlooking the river.
"MasteT will see you directly," he said. " Please
be seated."
Dick sat in a lo\\" chair in a corner and the
negro went out, a pleasant-faced old gentleman
entering in a few minutes.
"Where do yo u come from, young sir?!' he
asked, takir.g a seat near Dick, and regarding
him keen ly.
"From the commander-in-chief at Fort Washington."
"Yes, I thought I \Hiuld hear from him shortly."
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"I have a letter for you. Will you accommodate me with a sharp, rather thick-blade d knife?"
"Certainly -anything you wish," and the gentleman sounded a tiny bell which stood on the
table.
'l'he negro shortly entered, and the gentleman
repeated the request which Dick had preferred,
showing no sign of wonder. When the attendant returned with the knife, Dick said:
"I had to be careful to select a place for the
letter which would not be readily thought of,
and it is between the soles of my shoe."
"That shows a good deal of ingenuity on your
part," with a smile. "Do you think I can read
it?"
"I put a waxed paper over it," and Dick proceeded to take off his shoe and remove the outer
sole, when the letter was found intact, very fiat,
but uncrumpled , and evidently as legible as in
the beginning.
The gentleman received it from Dick, broke
the seal, and read it with the greatest attention.
The young captain meanwhile sat looking out
the window upon the river, waiting for his host
to finish , the shadows beginning to creep into
'I.he room by the time he had done so.
"You. are Captain Slater, of the Liberty Boys?"
he asked, looking up at last and folding the
letter as before.
"I am," said Dick.
"The general says you are thoroughly trustworthy."
"I am pleased to hear it," smiling.
"Can you wait in the city a day or so till I
have an ·a nswer ready, and. will you promise to
deliver it as safely as you delivered this?"
"I will do my best, sir," Dick replied. "That
is the most I can say. No one knows what may
happen, but I will make every effort."
• "That is all I wish. Will you come here tomorrow at this time?"
"I will come whenever you say, sir."
"Your stay in the city may be beset with
perils. Have you a secure place where you can
remain in safety?"
"I have two or three such."
"Very good. If you had not I would offer you
a shelter here."
"It will not be necessary, thank you, although
I am grateful for your thoughtfuln ess."
The sun had set when Dick left the house, and
took his way ' toward Broadway, and then up
that thoroughfa ·re toward the inn where he had
left his horse.
There are several things that puzzles me,"
Captain Slater said to himself, as he went on.
"What were Prue and her father doing in Greenwich village, so far from home, and what interest has Mercy Mallette in helping the king's
cause? Is she a spy? I have heard of women
engaging in such pursuits, and it may be that
she is." '
He went along the dimly lighted street unnoticed, and at last reached the inn where he received a cordial welcome. They kne w that he
was in the city upon some secret, and therefore
dangerous, mission, but they asked no questions,
and simply looked after his comfort. Dick remained indoors all the evening, retiring early
as he felt the need of rest after his exciting day.
He meant to stay in the most of the next day,
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as he knew it would be dangerous for him to be
abroad where there were so many enemies, but
he thought that he might venture as far as John
Blunt's house. in the early forenoon and see how
the injured boy was prngressing . After an early
breakfast he said to the landlord, who was thoroughly trustworth y:
_
"I shall be in the city all of to-day at ieast,
and shall go out this forenoon. Will you provide me with a disguise entirely different from
thi15? .Certain persons saw me yesterday whom
I would not like to have recognize me to-day."
"Yes, I can give you anything you want, captain. I will bring one or two to your room, and
you can take your choice."
"Very good," replied Dick, and in a short time
two disguises were at his disposal.
He selected a suit of gray cloth, which gave
him the appear'ft.Ilce of a Quaker, and made him
seem quite unlike the ordinary-lo oking boy he
had been the day before. Dick well understood
the "plain talk" of the Friends, and in case he
met some of them could pass himself off for one
without difficulty.
Taking another horse-a
sleek, slow-going animal-he set out for the old
village early in the forenoon, while yet there
were few persons stirring and the heat was not
oppressive. Reaching the home of the injured
boy, he was met at the door by Mrs. Blunt, who
did not know him until he said:
"I am Dick Slater, but as it is dangerous to
go in uniform now--"
"Why, captain, I would never have known
you!" the good woman exclaimed. "Come right
in. John will be glad to see you. We never expected you would get he1·e after the patriots
were driven out of the city. You must have
taken a lot of risk. It was very good of you."
The boy was very glad t o see Dick, for time
passed very heavily with l).im, being obliged to
remain in bed.
"I would have liked to send an army surgeon,"
said Dick, "but you see how it is now, with
everything in such confusion in the city, and at
the camp.''
"Our old doctor is very good," said the boy's
mother. "He brought John into the world, and
has looked after him ever since, and takes an
interest in him, and now he is just as anxious
after him as ever, and says he means to fix u p
that leg so that it will be better than new. He
is a fine doctor, and a good surgeon, but he's
getting old, and doesn't do as much as he did,
and, in fact, he won't take a case unless he's interested, or it's some one he knows, like John."
"I can quite understand that," replied Dick.
"You expect him here soon?"
"Some time this forenoon, captain."
"I would like to see him, and I will wait if it
is not too long.''
John was greatly interested in the account of
the skirmish with the enemy which Dick gave
him, and also in the recital of his adventures in
gettii1g to the city and afterward.
"There is that blind man going about again,"
said John, who could look out of the window from
whe1·e he lay .propped up with pillows, this being one of his few amusement s.
Dick looked out and recognized Jabez Wilmerding, making his way along the street alone.
There was a bad hole in the walk not far ahead
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of him, a s Dick saw, and he might meet with an
accident if something were not7 done, the street
of the village being new to him.
"Wait a minute!" cried Dick, jumping up and
r unning out.
•
He reached the blind man in time and took his
arm, saying:
"There is a bad place in the walk here, Mr.
Wilmerding, which you probably do not know of.
Let me help you around it."
"Why, it is Captain Slater !" exclaimed the
blind man.
"What are you doing here? Is it
safe?"
.
"Not altogether, but there are no redcoats in
this part of the iidand, and I do not expect to
stay long."
"You are dressed in gray, you h ave not your
uniform, captain? That is safer?"
"Much. I have been to the city. I saw Prue
yesterday for a short time. Why is she :hot
here? It would be quieter and safer for her."
"She is coming as soon as she can sell our
few belongings ther~, as it will not pay to move
them. She wishes to get away from that hateful er !ture who so persecutes us."
"Whom do you mean, sir?"
"Mercy Mallette, who has no mercy. She is
an impostor, but we have no proofs. Some one
destroyed them.
My Prue should have the
wealth that she has, and if I were not blind I
could do something."
"But you do see a little?"
"Yes, and if I could pay a surgeon, perhaps
I--"

"Won't you step in here? It is the home of
some very estimable people. The son wants to
be a Liberty Boy, but he broke his leg the other
day. He would like some one to talk to, and I
think you would interest him, and he \YOuld interest you, I am sure."
Dick took the blind man in and introduced him
to the family, who found him to be a very intelligent man a nd a good talker . In a short time
the doctor arrived, and Dick went to the window,
when, to his astonishment, he saw Mercy Mallette and the spy Wilberham go by in a chaiO'e
and stop at a rambling old inn on the other side
of the street, well dawn the road.
"There is mischief brewing," he said to hiir.self. "I must find out what it is."

CHAPTER X.-Impor tant Informati on.
Leaving the house, Dick made his way to the
inn at nat too rapid a pace, and entered the
main tapreem, looking around him carelessly.
Passing alt1ng the main hall, he heard the
sound of voices before he reachaQ.. the parlor, and
recognized them as those of the spy and the Tory
girl. They were in a private parlor near the
gen.era! one, the door being slightly ajar.
"They must be getten rid of or we are not
safe," Miss M<tllette said, in a very emphatic
tone.
Dick entered the little parlor without ceremony,
closed and locked the door, sat down, greatly to
the amazement of the others, and then said in a
very quiet but decided manner:
"I wish to know who the persons are who are
to be removed, although I think I can guess.
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They are Prue Wilmerding and her father, are
thp not ?"
·By George! It is the rebel captain himself!"
gasped the spy. "This is most fortunate!"
He was rising, when Dick said in a quiet tone:
"Sit down. There are no redcoats here now,
and the people are all patriots. You would be
handled very roughly if I told them that you were •
a spy of the Briti sh."
"There is no reason for detaining me, I presume, captain?" asked the y-0ung woman. "This
gentleman is my legal adviser, and we are here
on a matter--"
" Of rascality," interrupted · Dick. "Yes, there
is every reason for you to remain, Miss Mallette.
In the first place, you are a spy of the British."
The yo ung woman suddenly flushed, and Dick
knew that he had made a shrewd guess.
"And in the next place," he added, "you are
an impostor and a thief, as I told you yesterday, and this man is your accomplice and confederate, and profits by the villainy in which you
are both engaged."
The woman grew as pale as death, while the
spy's face became fairly livid. He whipped out
a pistol which Dick quickly took from him, say- •
ing in the same quiet ton·e he had 'used all
a long:
"You wish to kill yourself? Not yet. I wish
to have your confession as to your part in this
infamous scheme. After that you may kjll yourself, if you like, unless I take a notion to deliver
you over to the general as an escaped spy."
"Ho»v do you hap pen to know so much?" snarled the spy, while Miss Mallette sunk back pale
and limp in her chair, and showed no sign of
the temper she had formerly displayed.
The spy glared at Dick and said:
"You are a clever young rebel, Slattr, but if
you think you are going to force a confession
from me you will have to be a good deal more
clever than you are. "
"There is no . cleverness about it," replied Dick.
"You two have conspired to cheat two perso11s
out of their rights. You are spies as well. All
that I have to do is to denounce you to the people and to call in a sheriff's officer and have you
locked up on a charge' of obtaining money under
false pretences. Do you want me to do that?"
Dick knew just enough to enable him to pretend to know more, and the conspirators, as he
now regarded them, supposed that he did.
"It was that ambitious and unprinc ipled creature that· drew me into the thing and made me
hide the proofs." muttered the spy. "She made
me hide the will."
"You had as much to do with it as I did, Harold Wilmerding!" snapped the young woman.
"You were left out, in any event, but you suggested to me that we _destroy the will leaving
everything to Prue and her father."
"Where is the will?" asked Dick. "You are
both spies, and I have a mind to deliver you both
into custodv. Where is it. Wilber.ham, or Wilmerding, whichever you prefer?"
The sny looked toward Mercy Mallette, and
Dick understood that he did not want the young
woman to know. At the same moment there 'Was
a knock at the door, and Dick arose and opened
it. An attendant had come with a light luncheon
on a tray for the lady and gentleman. The lady
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evidently did not care to wait for it to be served,
but, making a sudden dash for the window, she
The spy would have followed, eut
sprang out.
Dick had him covered with his own pistol in an
instant.
"Let the lady go," he said. "We can attend to
her case later."
The attendant put the tray on the table, and
Dick said:
"Be so good as to bring me some writing mate.
rials without delay."
"Very good, sir," and th:) articles were soon
forthcoming.
Dick looked out of the window, saw the chaise
going down the road at a lively pace, and said:
"The lady has left you to face the thing
alone."
She always did look
"That's just like her.
out for herself. She married old Mallette for
his money, and then got rid of him because he
had none."
"What good would that do?"
"Give her a chance to marry some one else. I
beli1>1ve she poisoned him, but there was no
.
proof."
"You would have liked to marry her yourself," said Dick, making a shrewd guess.
"Well, I could. We were only second cousins.
I was cut out by the old man's will. So -ivas she.
There had been a former will, and this was
brought up. I knew of the second, and got hold
of_ it."
"Then you would disinherit the other cousini:'rue ?"
"Yes ; but Mercy did not care, and Prue did
not care for me. It was better to let it g-o that
way if I wanted to have anything. The father
was blind, Prue was poor and did not fancy me,
and so I played the only card that· would win."
"You , ere spies together; she tried to lead the
redcoats on my track the other day. She would
Where is the
have betrayed me yesterday.
will?" suddenly.
"In the secretary at her house," said the spy.
"Just where she is not likely to look for it.
.
Very good."
"Ye.c;, for if I had it she would not leave a
place unsearched, but, not knowing that she has
it, she never looks for it."
"A very shrewd idea," said Dick. "I am going after it, but you will have to be kept a prisoner until I get it, as I cannot trust you."
Dick heard a sudden suspicious sound, and
looked out of the window. There was a troop of
redcoats coming. The escaping woman had met
them and put them upon his track, no doubt.
They would be here in a short time, and would
come straight to the inn.
"Sign this," said Dick, pµshing forward a written page.
The spy did so, and at the moment heard the
tramp of horses, turned, looked out the window,
and then ran to it and shouted:
There is a rebel in the
"Hallo! This way!
.
house!"
When he turned to glare at Dick, he saw only
~he table, a writing desk, an overturned sand.,,up, a quill on the floor, and some scattered paDick Slater had disappeared. The young
per~.
patriot was at the house of the Blunts by this
time.
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"There are redcoats coming," he said, "but I
do not believe they will trouble me."
"There is a hole in the wall, captain, where
you can hide," said J ohn't mother. "They may
be only going through the village. They do that
often nowadays."
"Yes, but I think these have been put upon
my track, so I will accept your offer."
Dick was hidden away till after the redcoats
had departed, and then he came out. The doctor was still there, and Dick asked him about
John.
"It will be weeks before he can get about, captain," the doctor declared. "He has a compound
fracture, and it will take some time to set and
heal. Whether he is ever able to ride and en· dure the strain that a soldier has to endure or
not I am not prepared to say."
"We do not need to discourage the boy by saying anything about that now, do we?"
"No, we do not."
"Will you look at Mr. Wilmerding's eyes, doctor?"
"I have looked at them, and I have not tlie
slightest doubt that his sight can be res ·ed."

CHAPTER XI.-A Bold Move.
Dick told the blind man what had happened
in the inn, and interested them all.
"If Harold Wilmerding has escaped, he may
go there and get the will, and you will be as bad
off as before,'' said the blind man.
"He will not be there ahead of me," said Dick.
"I will lose no time in getting there, and I believe I can beat him. I must get away at once.
You will attend to the case, doctor?"
"Yes, captain, for I would like to get the better of these villains, male and female. You can
rely upon me to do all that is possible to be done,
and I believe that I can restore Mr. Wilmerding's
sight so that he can see better than he did before."
"Very good!"
Dick then took leave of them all, got his horse
and set off for the city by the most direct route.
He saw the spy s it~ing in a tavern some little
distance on the road, but was not observed by
him, and went on at a gallop.
Once he sa:w a deta<:hment of redcoats coming,
and turned mto a httle lane until they had
passed, losing very little time. He reached the
city without further adventure, put up his horse
at the inn, and went down to the lower end of
the city, intending to vis it the house of the designing young woman whom he had always supposed to be si~le, but whom he now knew to
be a widow. He knew the street, but did not know
the house, this being very little hindrance, however, as he was almost certain to find it without
difficulty. He turned into the street, walked
well duwn toward the river, and at length asked
a .man whom he met where Mrs. Mallette lived.
"That's the gay widow of the old Frenchman,
isn't it?" the other made reply. "H'm! Beware of her, boy. It's the last house on the lefthand side, but if you were me you'd shun it as
yoµ would the pest house."
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Arriving at the house he raised the heavy brass
knocker and sour '~d a noisy summons, which was
answered by a .} !ench maid.
"Is madame at home ·? I have come on important business from Mr. Wilmerding."
The maid pretended not to understand and
spoke French, but Dick was as apt in that language as he was in his own, and said:
"That is all right. I come from Mr. V\i'..ilmerding. If madame is not at home, it doh not
matter."
Then he quietly put ·the maid aside, and went
on to what he supposed would be the library,
and entered. The maid shl'ugged her shoulder;;
and went away, and Dick lost no time in exam ining the secretary which stood in one corner.
"He has made no effort to hide it," he said.
"That is the safest way. H'm! very dusty. It
is plain to be seen that she has not trnubled this
piece of furnitui:e, at any rate."
He opened the secretary, turned down the w'riting-desk flap, and looked into the drawers, where
everything was dust. He had to look in two only
before he found what he wanted, lying right on
top, the safest place of all, as any one in search
of it would be sure to turn everything upside
down the first thing. He had just secured• the
paper and put it in his pocket when there was
the sound o~ hurried footsteps, and in a moment
Mercy Mallette came running· into the room.
"You?" Rhe cried. "How dare you·~ What do
you want,"
"I have it," said Dick quietly. "'1'he true will,
the one you have been suppressing all this time."
"I don't believe it; let me see it."
"You are doubtles<: familiar with it, so I will
read you the first few paragraphs," coolly.
This he did, the designing woman turning
deathly pale and nearly sw·ooning-.
"I told you that you were a thief and an impostor," said Dick, "and here's the proof of it."
Mercy Mallette suddenly drew a dagg r from
her dress and ran at the young captain, but he
brushed her aside and went out. There was a
heavy fall a moment later, and Di~k-look!'d back.
The woman had simply swooned, the dagger lying on the floor near her, and not a hair of her
head harmed.
"She will get away as soon as po;;sible," Dick
said as he went out.
He went away in no great ha;;te, but there was
no alarm, and he saw no one come from the
hou..se. He went at once to the house in Pearl
street, where he told the old gentleman what he
had learned, and showed him the will and the
confession signed by Harold Wilmerding, ali'.l.3
Wilberham.
"Yes, I remember the case," the lattc>r said .
"There was something very mysterious about it.
Leave these papers with me, and I wql see that
justice is done."
"You will have 'no troub!C' with madame.'
laughed Dick. "She will leave the city at once.''
"But I must see that she does not take with
her . anything that does not properly belong to
her."
"Yes, I suppose it will be as well," dryly.
Dick then set out for the inn, catching sight of
Bill Burgess and his father on Broadway near
Trinity Church. They were coming toward him,
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but he man:iged to enter the church before they
reached it, and they did not see him.
"There would be a hue and cry in a moment
if Bill Burges.s saw me," muttered Dick, "and
it is a;:; well to be cautious now that my errand
is not yet done."
He made his way out of the church by a side
door, and went on his way, seeing nothing of the
Tory boy and his father.
Then he made his way to the inn where he
had his dinner, and remained until time to keep
his appointment with the correspondent of the
commander-in-chief. He wore a different disguise from the one he had worn during the day,
and went to the house by a roundabout way in
order to avoid any possible espionage. He was
admitted by the negro se1·vant as before, and in
a .:;hort time was joined by the old gentleman.
"I have not prepared my answer as yet, my
young friend," he said, "and yet I am aware of
the constantly increasing danger of remaining in
the city. Did you know all, however, you would
understand."
"That is not necessary, sir," quietly. "I was
told to await your convenience. If it could be
done sooner you would do it, I know. I am prepared to remain as long as necessary, no matte1·
what the danger J:i.e."
"Come to-mOl'row at an earlier hour, say three
o'clock, anu it is more than likely that I can
send you on your way."
"Vl:\ry well, $ir, I will be on hand," and Dick
took his ilep~ rtu re, declining his host's· invitation to partake of some light refreshment.
He ate hi~ supner and did not go out again,
remaining ·indoors all the evening, reading and
talking with the people of the house.
Then next day he called at the house of the
man who was to give him his answer, and it was
ready for Dick. Dick took it and at once set out
on his way from the city.
·
CHAPTER XII.-Dick Leaves the City.
Reaching the old village, he stopped at John's
house to see the boy once more, and learn what
progress he was making. Mr. Blunt met him at
the door and recognized him at once, having seen
him iri this disgui se before.
"Glad to see you, captain. Come in, it always
makes John feel good to have you come to see
him."
Blunt led the way to the back chamber where
John lay, stretched put on a big bed, impatiently .
awaiting the time when he should be able to be
up and about again.
"Doing fine, aren't you, John?" said Dick
cheerily.
"Yes, captain. Do you think I will be able to
join you soon'?" the sick boy asked eagerly.
-"
"I hope :o, John. nut the main thing now for
you to do is to get well and strong. You know
it takes strength to be one of the Liberty Boys,
for one never knows what he may be called on
to do or endure. Get your strength back, eve~
if it takes some time, for this war ·isn't going to
be over in a week or two, and there'll be plenty
of time for you to do good service to you r
country."
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"J ust what I tell him, captain," joined in the
boy's father.
"\Veil, I can't stay any longer, now, John, but
you may l::e sure either I or some one of the
boys will manage to see you again soon, even
if we should be sent off to a distance on duty."
Mounting his horse, Dick made his way leisurely along, exchanging greetings with any one he
chanced to meet, and was well out of Greenwich
Village before he met any redcoats. He was riding along quite briskly, anxious to return with
his message to General Washington, when he saw
a cloud of dust in the road ahead . He looked
about for a convenient hiding-place, but there
seemed to be none in t he vicinity, and the redcoats were coming on so rapidly that he had little or no time to look about for one. There was
nothing for him to do but to ride on and try to
pass them, which he might be able to do, as they
seem to be in a hurry. They came up abreast,
when the leadeT reined up hi s horse, and said
peremptorily:
"Halt!"
Dick stopped hi s horse, and waited for the redcoat to question him.
"Here, you boy, turn about there, and ride
ahead. This is no time for people to be i-iding
about taking their plea sure."
There was n othing to do but for Dick to obey,
trusting to his wits to evade the redcoats later.
Although Dick's horse was an ordinary one, he
had no difficulty in keeping up with the redcoats, but he could not outstrip them, which Major could easily have done. Dick rode on, trying
to see some opportunity to get away. They were
riding along a country lane, when suddenly Dick
made a break for the woods, but the redcoat who
was following close at his horse's heels whipped
out his pistol and fired. Dick had anticipated
this, and had thrown himself on the offside of
his horse, so that the animal was between him
and the redcoats. · As he felt the horse shiver
from the effects of the bullet h e dropped to the
ground, and ran into the bushes that thickly
lined the roadside. The redcoats dismounted, expecting to find the supposed country boy crushed
under the animal, but to their surprise there was
no trace of him. Dick took advantage of the
brief delay in taking up the search to crawl
farthe; away amtmg the bushes, and had crept
do.wn m the bed of a dry stream, pulling some
dead underbrush over him. Fortunately for him
there were no dogs about, or his hiding place
would have been at once discovered. The redcoats halted a moment, had a hunied conference, then the most of them rode on, while two
or three tethered their horses by the roadside,
and then spread out to track him. The fallen
leaves gave no hint of his recent passage, and
the woods seemed absolutely desert ed. Once one
of the redcoats almost stepped on the hidden boy,
and had he walked across the dry brook instead
of leaping it, he would have come upon Dick,
who lay literally under his feet. They evidently
thought he had got away, for they continued
the sear"'1 farther afield, and' thi s gave Dick a
chance to creep out of his hiding place, cut across
t~e woods and skirt the road in an opposite direct10n from where the redcoats were g-oing-. A lit-
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tie farther on he came to a crossroad, and this
he walked along, keeping a careful watch for the
enemy, when he espied a farmer jogging along in
a big fa rm wagon just ahead. He ran after the
wagon, and asked for a lift. The farmer looked
at him a moment before answering, and then motioned with his whip to the seat beside him.
''Looking for a job?" he asked laconically.
"Ndit particularly. In fact, I got one, if I could
get to it. But these pesky sojers is always stopping me an' a skin' me where I'm gain'. I don't
get no chance to go nowhere."
Before the farmer had time to reply Dick's
quick ear heard t he b eat of horses' hoofs.
"I do believe mo re a re comin'," h e said.
"More ·what ?" asked the farmer.
"More sojers."
"Well, you just scramble down behind there
and lay in the st raw. They won't see you there."
"You get down them yourself, and take a nap.
You look as if you needed one," said Dick.
The farmer climbed down over the back of the
seat, settled himself comfortably in the straw
put hi s hat over hi s face, and prepared for ~
good nap. By this time the soldiers were in
sigl'lt, but before they had time to notice him
~ick had heaped th~ straw over the sleeping man
till there was nothmg to be seen of him. Dick
slouched down in his seat, humped his back drew
dow~ his big hat over hi f.; face, and jogged 'along,
lookmg back as the redcoats came up behind and
pulling to one si de in order to let them pass
which he hoped they would do. Instead the~
stopped alongside the cart.
"Where are you going?" a sked the lieutenant
in comm and of the company.
"H om ~, " . r,ep l.1e d D.1c k . "S ay, th ose are mighty
pret~y. f1xm s you got on your clothes," gazing
adm1rmgly at the lieutenant's uniform.
"Where fr your home?"
Then Dick remembered he had not asked the
farmer where he lived, and he would have to be
careful in answering lest the redcoats discover
the farm er asleep in the wagon.
. "Over there," h e repli~d, .vaguely, flourishing
hi s whip around, and pomtmg nowhere in particular.
""Well, everybody has got to give an account
o himself these day s."
"What's that?" a sked Dick. "\Ve don't raise
no such."
The lieutenant gave an impatient exclamation.
"This fellow is so stupid he deserves to be
locked up for hi s stupidity."
"There's somebody under the straw!" exclaimed
one of the redcoats, who had been exploring the
recesses of the straw with his bayonet.
"Get him out!" exclaimed the lieutenant, eagerly. "Perhaps we've found the r ebel after all."
The farmer was rudely wakened, and made to
sit up. He stared around him in a bewildered
manner, looked at the redcoats, and at Dick, then
at the straw by which he was still almost enveloped.
"Well, I'll be danged!" he exclaimed.
"I
thought I wa s home and in bed. What a1:e you
doing?"
"What llrP vrn1 rlninl!" here?" asked the lieutenant.
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"Taking a nap," and the farmer rose, shook pie act wi.th the celerity that characterized Dick's
himself free from the straw, lumbered up to the movements at times. Before any one had risen
seat beside Dick, and clicked to his horses in the from the ground to seize him, Dick was running
like a hare down the hill, across the fields, and
most unconcerned manner.
"Here, you f ellow; wait! We haven't finished into a clump of woods. The redcoats gave chase,
but there wasn't one of them that could even
with you yet."
"What you got to do with me? I got my pass keep up with Dick Slater in running, and they
all regular,'' and he pulled out a piece of paper, stood mt1ch less chance of overtaking him un less
on which was given permission for him and his some accident should happen. And some accihired man to pass within and without the lines, dent did happen, for as Dick was in the act of
leaping over a running brook, one of the stones
duly signed by the proper officer.
Dick was not dis turbed by any more redcoats turned over and threw him into the water, and
for a time, but rode along with the farmer, who when he tried to rise he found that he had given
was still urging him to hire with him, his help · his ankle a wrench, and that for a moment it
having been conscripted. Dick was asking all refused to bea r his weight. In vain he clenched
sorts of questions to gain time, the farmer offer- his teeth and tried to push on. The pain made
ing all kinds of inducements to get Dick to en- him feel faint, strong boy that he was, a.qd
gage with him, when they came to crossroads, brought the perspiration out on his hands an~
the farmer taking the one in an opposite direc- brow. He had nothing. with him with which to
defend himself. Sinking to the ground, he picked
tion from the camp of the Li,berty Boys.
"I'll have to leave you here," Dick said, jump- up a smooth stone, and waited till the redcoat,
ing down from his seat in the wakon. "Thank whose footst eps he could plainly.hear, appeared ,
you for getting me out of trouble," -and before he took quick but careful aim, and struck him
the farmer had time to ask for an explanation squarely in the forehead with the stone. The
or to expostulate, Dick had disappeared over the redcoat stood poised an instant, and then dropped
brow of a hill. Dick was now so near the head- like some dead thing. Another redcoat was close
quarters of General Washington that he felt he behind, and seeing his companion fall, whipped
was practically secure from capture. He soon out his pistol and began firing at Dick. Dick
found h~s mistake, however, for he had not sent another stone with equal precision, and
w.,alked half a mile when he found himself almost dropped the second redcoat, but by this time the
walking into a small party of redcoats who had rest had come up, and Dick found himself surstopped to get their noonday meal by the road- rounded. As long as he could keep them in front
side. It was too late for Dick to conceal him- he felt r easonably secure, but he could not proself, so he walked on in the shuffling manner he tect him self front and rear, and on both sides at
had assumed on the instant. The redcoats were • once. Two redcoats came up from behind, and
young men under the command of a lieutenant seizing him, pinned his arms down to his side.
who was no older than themselves, and when
They bound Dick hand and foot, and were about
they saw Dick coming along they thought it a to pick him up and carry him between them to
good chance to have some fun at his expense.
their temporary camp when there was .suddenly
"Halt!"
heard the rustling of m any feet, and an instant
Dick stopped, tried, apparently, to assume a later, <ringing voices, crying:
military manner by standing at attention, but
"Surrender, or we shoot!"
doing it so awkwardly as to evoke a roar of
Dick recognized the voices of some of the Liblaughter from the redcoats.
erty Boys, . and instantly his shout answered
"Where are you going?"
theirs:
"Wherever you be,'' was the unexpected answer.
"Come on, boys! Give it to the redcoats. Don't
"What do you mean, you blockhead?" roared
mind me!''the lieutenant.
There was a rush, the sound of exploding fireDick acted frightened.
"! didn't mean no harm; I just thought that ~rms, ringing cheers, and the sight of disappearrng legs as the redcoats tried to free for they
you might take me and let me be a sojer, too."
"That's no country bumpkin,'' said one of the had left their. guns stacked "where 'they had
redcoats, suddenly. "That's Dick Slater, the reb- stopped, and did not depend on their side-arms
to meet the onslaught of the Liberty Boys. Some
el spy!"
of the boys pursued the flying redcoats but Mark
Morrison and Lishe Greene stopped 'behind to
free Dick from his bonds. A~ soon as this was
CHAPTER XIII.-Back in Camp.
done the three boys ran after their comrades to
Dick was t~ken aback. He had not recognized join in the chase of the fleeing redcoats Mark
any of the redcoats, and had not expected that and Lishe giving each a pistol to Dick .;.,ho by
any of them would know him. He was sure he this time had somewhat recovered th~ use of
had not seen any of them before, for he always his foot.
rembered a face.
While he was thinking
They came up with the redcoats before they
how he might bluff the redcoats, the lieutenant readied the place where they had left their guns
had asked:
and surrounding them, bade them surrender'
"How do you know?"
which they thought best to do, having but littl~
"Because I saw him save a blind man from means to protect themselves against the Liberty
being run over. He didn't see me."
/
J?oys, whom they outranked in number. The Lib"Seize him," said the lieutenant.
erty Boys marched their prisoners back to camp
But they were not accustomed to having peo- and later Dick, accompanied by a large numbe~
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of his company, too them to headqu,a1ters of
General Washington to dispose of. Reaching
camp Dick refreshe.d himself with a good wash,
and then, donnilig his uniform and taking the
packet he had brought with him, set out for the
'"eneral's ouarters. The boys would have liked
to hear th'e story of his adventures during his
abs ence, but duty came ahead of everytJ:ilng else,
and they would have to wait till )'le returned.
He was shortly admitted to the presence of the
commander-in-chief, and delivered the packet he
had brought through so many perils.
"You ha ve had many exciting adventures, I
do not doubt, captain?" said the general, when
he had opened the packet.
"Yes, your excellency,"
"You have had many narrow escapes, I learn
from my correspondent."
"Yes," general, but I have accomplished what
I set out to do," in a tone of prid e.
.
"Yes, you have indeed. One of our brave fellows met a sh<t'lneful death while you were in
the city, I learn."
"Yes, but the sacredness of our cause makes
it glorious, general," proudly.
"You are right," thoughtfully.
The general presently thanked Dick in a few
W('ll chosen words, and the young patriot saluted
and took his leave. When he returned to the
camp the bo.' s all received him with the greatest
dem:msl«ttions of joy.
''Three cheers for the captain, boys !" sh outed
Bob.
The cheers were given with a will, but it took
three times three to satisfy the boys. While
Dick was getting his dinner he related his adventures, the boys all greatly interested.
"So so that proud creature who was so fond
of cailin~ people rebels is nothing but a thief,
eh?" said Bob.
"It does not do to put on too many pretensions," said Mark. "Pride goes befor~ a fall."
"And so poor John may not come with us after
all?" asked Ben Spurlock. "I am sorry for that."
"I am afraid he will not. It is a more serious
injury than we at first supposed, and it may
prevent him joining the Liberty Boys. However,
we will always remember him kindly, and we
must go and see him as often as we can."
"Yes, foi: he received his hurts near our camp,
and while with u s," declared Harry.
"But while poor John is having such a h ard
time, is11't it fine about Prue's father?" added
Bob. "He will JWt only get his sight back, but
be restored to fortune at the same time."
"Yes, it is very fortunate in every way," replied Dick.
The boys remained in camp for so me days,
and then it being learned that General Howe
was abo~t to send a strong force into lower
Westchester in order to endeavor to get behind
the patriots at King's Bridge and Fort Washington, they were sent as part of a force to circ11mvent the enemy. There were many ski rmi <hes along the Bronx and on the Sound, in a ll
of v--hich the gallant boys had a part, displaying
the greatest courage and earning the praise of
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the commander-in-chief and every one under
whom they served. Later, at White Plains, a
~PY of the B ritish was captured and turned over
to the general commanding. The spy was Williams, as .the boys had known him, and ' he seemed
to be greatly chagri)'led that they should have
taken him after all.
"If I was half as clever as you, Slater," he
said, "you would never have caught me."
"But you are not," declared Bob.
"Where is your cousin, Madame Mallette,"
asked Dick.
"I don't know. She has left the city, and may
have gone back to England or to France for all
I know. What she did not lose in the fire she
lost in the courts. That was a bold move of
yours, getting that will. You were only an hour
ahead of me."
"If you had not stopped in the tavern to drink,
you would have been in the city ahead of me,"
dryly. "You must have known that I would go
after it."
Th e spy was delivered ·to the commander and
hanged the next day. Dick did not sec Mercy
Mallette again, nor did he ever hear of her, the
designing woman disappearing immediately after
the fire, and nothing being ever seen or heard
of her around old New York, in whose defense
the gallant Liberty Boys had acted so bravell.
Prue and her father received the fortune which
rightly belonged to them, and lived in comfort
after so many years of mi sery. Even better than
that. however , was the restoration of his sight
to l\1:r. Wilmerding, the family physician of the
Blunts being able to do what he had told Dick
.Slater he could do, although it was a matter
of some months and even years before there was
a complete recovery. With John, however, it was
di fferent, and the boy was never again in the
condition that he had been in, and never in proper shape to go into the Liberty Boys and stand
the exposure, the - strain, mental and physical,
the hardships and the privations which they were·
bound to meet with. John was able to work on
the farm and keep things in order, and he did,
doing a good truck-farm business, and supporting his mother and a large family by the work
of his hands. The Liberty Boys saw him from
time to time during the war and at its close, and
it was not very Jong after peace was declared
and the Liberty Boys were all at home again
that Bob said to Dick:
"We are all invited to a wedding. You are
too, I guess."
"Who is it now?" asked Dick.
"John Blunt's; but you'll never guess the name
of the bride."
"That is easy enough," with a laugh. "She
is Prue Wilmerding."
"Yes. Well, they deserve all the happiness in
I ife, and I g·uess they will have it," declared Bob,
and they did.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' SWORD CHARGE; or, THE FIGHT
AT STONY POINT."
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CURRENT NEWS
STEEL JAWS ARE CRUEL
~
One-fourth of the animals caught by steel
traps are worthless ; 15 per cent. escape by chewing off a leg. Many are eaten by other animals;
all 1;uffer lingering torture. The American Humane Society offers prizes aggregating $300 for
the best essays acquainting the public with this
cruelty and showing how it may be remedied.
MAN SPILLS $6,000 IN COIN.
Street car traffi c was t ied up half an hour recently when And rew Higbee, employed a s a messenger by the Atlantic City Street Raih"oad Company, alighted from a ttol'ey to depos:t Sunday's
receipts in a bank. He carried $6,000 worth of
coin in a bag out of which the bottom fell, paving the street with silver. A corps of detectives
was summoned to protect him during salvaging
operations.
ROOSTERS ATT.ACK WOMAN.
Mrs. F. H. Lees, of Philadelphia, c0mplained
to the police of the Sixteenth district 1 h:>t she
was attacked by three game roosters. The pugnacious roosters, she said, flew at her. s~r atched
her hands and tore h er dress with their spurs,
but she succeeded in beating them off with her
·umbrella.

An investigation was made by the police an<i
the r oosters were shown by the owne r , killed and
dressed, hanging in a market Thi rty- fifth and
Brandywine streets.

2,000 SHOTS A MINUTE
The Munich correspondent of the Lond on
Times is informed by an unn a med expert that the
Ger mans h ave perfected a triple-baneled machine
gun, electrically operated, weighing about twent ':-two pound and capable of spread ing 2,000
bnlJPts pe1· minute in a complete circle. The
three barrel s ~oul rl J::e operated by a gunner on
land a half-mi' P di stant.
This is cited as nn in stance of German industries devi s ing engi nes of war, and the correspondent furth er declares that Germany is conce:ding h er armies under civilian guides and that
chemists are condncting researches into poisonou s gases and bacteriological possibilities of destr11,.ti cm.
The corresnonrlent says that hr> has heard the
cnnvidion e ·· prC' ~~ d by "m0re I h~rn one authorit" " th~t th Oppau ev:plosi'm woul d not have
o~ c 1ll·red "had no e".perirnePt:1l work connected
with 1he manufa<'turc of engines of war in some
shape or form bee n indulged in there."
0

I F DON'T MISS THIS -..;
The new "Mystery Magazine" out November 15 is the handsomest, bir:-gest and
best publication on the news-stands for Ten Cents a copy. It contains a mystery
story of the Moving Pictures entitled

THE LOST STAR OF THE FILMS
By J ACK BECHDOLT
This celebrated author was the one who wrote "The Melody of Death" in No. 94,
a story that attracted widespread attention, and his new story is, if possible, a better
one. Besides the feature novelette No. 97 contains

Rousing Detective and Mystery Stories
Special Articles of the Greatest Interest
And a Choice Assortment of Interesting Items
Only the very best authors write for us. They are the same authors who write
for the more expensive magazines. We are giving wonderful value for your money.
Get a copy and be convinced. There are 64 -pages, beautiful two-tone covers, fine
illustrations and large, clear and very legible type.
If you cannot procure the number you want from your newsdealer, sen~ ns ten
cents in money or postage stamps and we will mail your order postage free. Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 West Twenty-t hird Str eet, New York City, N. Y.
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Bellville Academy Boys
-

-OR-

VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER VIII.
Dan Barnett's Fighting Qualities
"Now, boys, let's all get together and team
work, just as though we were in a football game.
There are a lot of buckets in the gardener's
house, arid we can form a bucket brigade; we'll
u se the water of that lily pond that nearly
drowned me."
Dan charged toward the gardener's little structure, and flinging the door open in the dim light,
tumbled over the ,buckets close by the unlighted
entrance.
But he was gamely on his feet,
"Here we go, everybody take one and then
form in line quick!" shouted Dan Barnett.
And then started their terrific t'.l.sk.
The flames had burst out in the several places
set by the rascally young incendiaries.
"The entire Academy is going up in flames!"
gasped poor old Dr. Macdonald, the superindent, as he beheld what looked like the final terrible ending of all his efforts.
But Dandy Dan Barnett, as he was called from
that gallant ni:;ht on, cried out in ring,ing tones :
"'Ve'll save the Academy, and not a soul will
be hurt, either! Bellville forever!"
But Dan had only to lead the van of lads with
buckets, so that he made a quicker trip of it.
"There, J oe Crosby,'' shouted the youth to" a
nearby classmate, "you dip that bucket into the
pond and pass it on down the line; let the fellows
exchange an empty bucket with you at the same
time."
Thus Dan started a line of quick action. Full
water buckets were hustled along to the boys who
threw the quenching flu id on the burning floors
with careful speed.
At the sam.e time as the full buckets went the
empty ones were crossing hands and traveling
back the same way.
This is a simple manner of working, where fire
apparatus is not available, yet it will accomplish
remarkable results.
Dan rushed for the fighting end of the line,
and therli. saw that the line of burning floorway
was bein!l' rapidly put into darkness by the good
work.
"Now, for the alarm. I'll wager that no one
has telephoned to the Bellville village fire department." '
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Dan ran for the telephone, which hung inside
the doorway of the professor's house.
He was startled to see the flames spreading
over the veranda.
"They did a great piece of work!" muttered
Dan. "It's lucky they didn't use dynamite."
The youth was in despair.
The professors were all out with the boys on
the lawn, having gone out the side way, and this
fire had escaped their glances, so that it had a
·
good sta1·t.
· Dan took a leap across the spreading flames,
and scorched his feet and legs, for he was thinly
clad indeed. He nearly topp.l ed onto the flames
himself.
"Hello! Hello!" he called at the telephone.
"The Academy is on fire, central. Notify the
fire department in Bellville, and get them here as
soon as possible."
With that he dropped the receiver and rushed
jnto the rooms on the lower floor; looking for
some means to extinguish the beginning of the
:flames.
Here he found something to his desire, and
he cried with delight at his discovery.
The cook or so~ one had left a pair of buckets on the :floor, filled with old cloths, probably
to clear them.
Dan Ba rnett snatched the pails, pumped the
cloths out, and hurried to the sink, where he
filled them rapidly, and ran through the front
of the house.
"Now, Mr. Fire, it's time for you to get out !"
He swirled the contents of the buckets across
the porch, and there was a hissing sound, as the
fire snakes died slowly. But Dan raced back to
that blessed kitchen faucet for more water. He
was going to make a good job of it.
It must have taken twenty rapid, racing trips
for the lad before he had the flames completely
put out.
He was almost tired enough to drop in his
tracks, after the remarkably quick work he had
Qeen d"Jing.
Yet Dan was so persistent and so deter mined
in everything he entered into that he would not
let up in his work.
The fire department had not shown up yet,
although he heard the big town hall bell being
clanged in the village to summon out the vamps
there.
"Well, how's the fire?" cried Dan to ' Sammy.
"All right, except for the recitation buTiding,"
said Sammy, "for the boys followed your lead
and fi xed the dormitory halls."
"Well, they must save the recitation building,
or we'll have to go back home from school here,"
said Dan, with a grim laugh. "What's the trouble down there?"
"It's so far from the lake that they can't make
the line with the buckets."
"Well, this ought to teach the superintendent
to put in an amateur fire department here," muttered Dan. "I know where they can water,
though."
He sp'ed along toward the excited boys, who
seemed not to know what was necessary.
(To be continued.)
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ALL POINT S

WETTES T SPOT ON EARTH
The summit of Mount \\'aialea!e , I~lancl of
Kauai said to be the wettest spot on earth, recorded a rairfall of 590 inches from Jan. 7, 1920,
to Feb. 3, 1921, according to figures annGunce d by
the Weather Burean, Honolulu, T. H . Mount
Waia1eale is 5,080 feet high and is entfrely exposed to the prevailing trade wind.>.
A MAGIC CAVE

A distillery de luxe, operated undeq~Tound, was

unearthed in the woo s at Ea~t Eddingto n, Me.,
recently. A thoui;;and ga llons of ma h, ten gallons
of moonshin e whi sky ready for ma rket and a
seventy-g allon still on a stove that was warm
were seized.
The dist illery was a chamber twenty-ei ght feet
square and twenty feet under ground, dug· out
near the ba nk of a stream . Th e room wa · ventilated by hollow logs, one. of ~~hich ha~ been
fa shioned into a periscope , with mnT01· eqULpment ,
for lookout purposes. \Yater to cool the worm of
the still was led in from the stream near by,
which was clammed and it s tlo·w regulated by a
gate.
.
The place was fitted ont w1tl}
the comforts of
a home. Tho!"e who operated 1t, however, '"'.ere
absent when Denuty Shenffs Farrar and Km g,
who mad, the di~covery, anived.
A LONG COFFIK
The funeral of 'William \\' . Wittig, forty-five
years old, a bu siness ma1:i and former member
of the City Council, who died suddenly, h.ad to .be
delayed two days until a coffin of sufficient s~ze
was procured. It was necessary to have a sp.ecial
coffin mad e.
·
d
Witti"' was 6 feet 8 inches tall. He we1ghe
about 3'go pounds. A holiday caused th.e loss of
a day in getting the order for the special coffi_n.
N o hearse was found long enough to convey it.
When Wittig was active in th.e Elks he. always
took the prize at the conventio n for b~mg ~he
tallest Elk. Wittig suffered from an infection
of the foot a nd it is thought a blood clot formed
from this. 'The malady prompted him to quit the
race for the Republica n nominatio n for· County
Commi ssioner after he had made his announce men t.
Wittig co nducted a confectio nery and bakery
at Frostburg , Md. He was a brother of Walter
W. Wittig former member of the Maryland
House of D~legates. He is survived by his widow
and one daugh ter, Miss Elizabeth Wittig.
PLATINU M VEIN ON EDGE OF
NEW YORK
A O'roup of Russians, whose goings and comings have disturbed the Francisca n Sisters of St.
Clare Academy on one of the high hills above
the Saw Mill Valley in Westches ter County. have
acquired 9000 ac1·es of woodland in the belief that
there are huge deposits of gold and platinum
within fifteen miles of the New York City line,
SEEK

BOYS

it was learned recently. The ~isters aske<l ihe
village a utl1'1rities of Hasting,; to investigat e the
Tiussian co'ony.
The Ru ssians. headed by Vasily Chern iak, a
miner, and Inn okenty SidorkiP , a publisher, with
an office at No. ~l!) East 11th street. interested
a group of Yonkers bu sine~s men that include
H. \V. Sullivan, Pet<'r Shanley of ihe Shanley restaurant family, and Edward Fenelon .
Cherniak says he has reports cf several hundred assays of rrck t a!,;;en from the property and
that the re'Y'!orts u nif<l,.mly proYe deposits of
preciou s met nls, es1rchl'y platinum, in quantit ie!"
that ma ke it comn,e,ci ally prncticab~e to start
mining"
'With tht> Il.ussian !!,'l'Ot1p in th!;! entel'prise i ~
Dr. J acob Connor, TJnit0d ~tate~ Cons ul General
at Petrogad from 1907 to 10l!i.
Cherniak has 'fi'ed h i~ cl;oiims with the Secretary of St? t-~ . Th eTe are tlll'P.P hon~es on the
p'ro nerty, \Yhich 1t!re?.'1y are fiilecl with Russian
workir gmen, some \':ith 1heii- wives. A mill has
been set u p in a shed, where the rock is pulverized before being sent to assayers.
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"Movin g Picture Stories"
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1 was pretty cenain Caslin Isdall had been followed and robbed by somebody who was fam ilia r
with his habits and business relations, but beyond that I could not perceive the glimmer of a
trail.
By JOH N SHERMAN.
My first move was to satisfy myself as to the
r eputation borne by Walter McElroy.
An ordi·nary valise, of ordinary black leather,
''Watty will take care of number one." "He is
would not, under ordinary circumstances, seem as keen as a brier." "He is a wonderfu l fine fellikely to ,,excite the special cupidit y of anybody.
low." "Honest as the sun." "Bound to get up in
But a valise believed to be stuffed ,.-ith gov- the world." "His ambition to get up in the world,
ernment bonds and rai lroad stocks presents a dif- and to get up fast, may be his downfall," were
ferent aspect.
amon~g the various things I heard said of him.
And the valise, the incidents of the theft of
1 m anaged to get an interview with him withwhich I am about to relate, contained not only se- out his suspecting my pur;iose or who I was.
curities of the sort mentioned, but also a hand~
What I saw was a shortish, stoutish, olivesome amount of money.
skinned, ruddy-cheeked youth of not more than
It was the property of a Mr. Caslin l sdall , a two-and-twenty.
gentleman who had accumulated a fine fortune in
"Why, I have met you before! A, I.remember!
a commercial line, but wh o had retired from ac- Didn't I see you at the 42<l street depot yestert ive bu siness and resided i n a country house a dav ?" I remarked.
short distance u p the Hudson.
«·why?'
The account of the theft was narrated to me
The single 1word came sharp as a bullet from
by the gentleman himself, he having come to his lips; there was a quick flasb from his bright
me at once and employed my services in the case. eyes-fearless eyes, as big and brown as those of
He had taken the bonds and stocks that morn - a gypsy.
ing from a friend; he h.a d cashed some coupons
"Wh)·? I can't say-only I have a trick of reof his own; immediately. afterward he had pro- m emberi n g every face I have once seen."
ceeded to the 42d street depot.
"I was there about noon. I had an appointThere was a crowd of excursi onists about him ment."
as he approach ed the ticket window; for once he
I made a note of that fact; I f elt I had sehad neglected his invariable habit of having the cured a point.
exact change ready; in the delay of fumbling for
He answered with more defiance th~ willingthe correct amount he placed the valise for a sec- ness, it 'ap peared to me.
ond on the ledge beside him .
Th& young fello w ad mitted he was there--on
He had hardly don e so when a hand and arm
were projected forward as swiftly and indis- · t he scene of the the±t-at the very time when
tinctly as a shadow, and the valise had disap- the theft had been accomplished! The admission seemed to bring me a step nearer t o the
peared.
The tliief had shown such marvelous celerity trail.
But it _was one of those peculiarly mysterious
that Mr. Isdall had not even time to decid e
whether the arm and hand were those of a man cases which may require months of patient investigation before any really conclusive evidence
or of a woman.
"It was done in a wink,'' he said to me; "it may be detected; and therefore I did not feel
was done so quickl y that no one of a score of particularly elated by what I had learned.
And I was not by any means convinced that
people pressing upon me observed anything un nsual. Th~y stared as if they thought I had Watty McElroy was th e guilty party. Indeed
sudd enly gone mad when I ·wheeled and called his entire manner impressed me as directly th~
reverse.
out t h~t I had been rnbbed."
I left him to board a surface car for the 42d
"Who was present when you transacted the
business with your friend, or witne~sed the cash- street depot.
Vn:a .. I learn Eel there might be material or ·
in g of ihe coupons? Or who was like!.1· to 1mo1v
immaterial-I couid not decide which at the mowhat ·was in the valise?"
"You think I had been follov.:ed from the time ment.
A cabman-one whom I knew and whom I had
my bu::;iness was finished?"
once befriended in such a fashion that he would
"Possibly."
"I can think of no one who would hm·e been hardly dare any attempt at deception with m edistinctly recalled having his vehicle taken by an
likel y to follow me."
"And of no one who knew you carried a small individual whose excited manne1· had aroused his
fortune in a shabb~-, black leather bag? Think r11rio~it\' .
T}-j, had hapnened about noon-just at the
again."
"\VC'll, t here is Watty l\IcElrov-~J-e Yomw tince 'Shen Mr. l::.dall had arou sed a commotion
clerk ip my frie nd 's office. He kne.Y•, cf cc.:cr~e.'' y,-:th the outcry that he had been robbed.
"What kind of a fellow is hc-:1hove suspicThe cd»rnrn ,.au a clear recollection of the
ycui~g gemleman vcho had hailed his vehicle.
ion?"
"Well, now, I come to think of it, I beLeve he
H(, was fashionably dressed an d of a rather
is the man-the very man," said the old p.entle- foppish ar pearancc. and had been accompanied
mai!i, bringing one clenched ha nd do\';n with an
by a gi:rl, plainly attired, who was possibly a seremphatic thud apon my desk.
·ant ancl unmistakably from th e country.
The remainder of our conYe r a tion was comThe young gentleman h ad helped the girl into
pa ratively unimportant.
t he cab and then walked hurriedly away.

Trailing A" Black Valise.
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The girl rad carried a small valise of shabby tack of that kind, or the sudden assault would
'black lea tir "'1;: tened by a large and peculiarly hardly have overpowered me.
shaped lOl'l•
) of brass.
As it was, the valise was snatched from my
The cabman h::.d given me a clear description • hands. I had one glimpse of a dark-skinned face,
of t he strange couple, and also the number-and livid with fear and passion. I was conscious of
street to which he had driven the girl.
the scoundrel's excited retreat, and then I kne'v
I left the depot and proceeded to the address no more.
the cabman had sc1·11wled on a fragment of paper.
In my fall my fol'ehead had struck heavily
It was nearlv dark when I reached the house- against the point of the iron mantelpiece, and ina three-story brick building, the last of a row all sensibility was produced by a wound which, Jess
exactly alike.
than an inch lo wer, would have resulted in in~tant
My astonishment may be imagined when I as- death.
It was broad daylight when I recovered my
cender! the steps only to perceive that the house
was empty.
• senses.
I g lanced at my watch.
B y a few inquiries in the neighborho od I learnIt lacked three hours yet of the time appointed
ed th at the house had been vacant for som<i time.
The row was the property of a miserly and gen- for the girl Ella to arrive at the obscure railway
erall v disliked old lady, who resided somewhere station designated in the note.
Weak as I was, I resolved to undertake the
north of the city. Her nephew-a wild young
fellow known as Dimon Dayne-had been noticed trip.
It is needless to say I lost no time in that painabout the empty building the previous evening.
At the mention of that name I started. Dimon ful and anxious three hours' journey.
I left the train, made a little detour of the
Dayne was a frequent visitor at the Isdall mansion, and was regarded as a favored suitor for station building, and then strolled up to the platthe hand of Miss Florence, the venerable old gen- form.
I had reached the further angle of 1he plattleman's only daughter.
The mystery of the black valise seemed to be form, where was a shelte.,.ed and secluded seat,
when I starte<l and stopped.
·
more impenetrable th~ n ever.
A few pa ceg dista nt I beheld the dark-skinned,
Bu t I had dete rmined to inspect the in t erior 0£
the house, and I at once proceeded to effect an pallid-faced indi vidual whose tiger spring had
felled me the previous. night.
entrance.
He was in close conversation with an honest·
To do thi s was comparatively easy. My next featured rustic,
and as I drew a step ~ ar rr I
proceeding was to light the stump of a wax can- espied a girl whom I at once decided nwas
th e
• dle I cha nced to have in one of my pockets, as it "Ella" of the note.
was already nightfall, and pitchy dark inside.
"The valise must be delivered to Walter
I ascen ded to t.he upper floors, seeing nothing Elroy; it must be seen by nobody but him," Mcthe
and hearing nothing.
young man was saying.
As I descended again to the pa1·lor floor i no- · I stepped across the space between us and had
t[ced a dark obj ect on the floor of the back an il1>n grip upon him so suddenly that any reapart ment, which I had not yet closely in spected. sistance would have been useless.
·
W ha t I picked up was a woman's veil-a cheap
"I will take charge of the black valise, Dimon
affai r, of coarse, br own silk ti ssue--and with it Dayne," I said. "Your plot to fix your own guilt
a crum pled note written in a man's hurried hand. upon an innocent man has failed."
"I have written the directioos so you will make
I had slipped handcuffs OVl'l' his wri st s, an d
no mistake," I read.
had unguardly loosened my grip upon him as I
Then follo wed ninute instructions l.o.v the re- turned to the girl.
At that mom ent a train came thundering' down
ciment of the n ote was to reach a certain obscure railwa: sta tion, what train to take, and at the track; Dayne uttered a t errible sound, aid
wha t hour t he w riter might be expected there. before I could suspect his purpose he had '-'Tench" And now, Ella, I trust you to bring t he black ed himself. away from me, leaped down to the
valise if anything occurs to prevent my coming rail.s and flung himself directly beneath the
for it. It will be safe enough in the empty house wheels.
Suicide had robb ed justice 0£ her vengea nce. ·
u ntil you are ready to start."
There is litt le to be explained. Dimon Da yne
So the black vali se had actually been hidden
had been a polished scoundrel all his life. The
in the house--perha ps in that very room!
As the thought flashed through my brain, my girl Ella wa R innocent of any complicity in the
eyes fell upon a loose pile of rubbish in one cor- theft of the black valise. She loved him, and she
had simply obeyed his instructions. His awful
ner, and an ejaculation fell from my lips.
death and the knowledg~ of his crime unsettled
There was the black valise before my very her reason and she was committed to an insane
sight, only half concealed by the loose fragments asylum.
of worn carpeting and odds and ends such as are
Dayne had planned to disgrace Walter Mc·usually left after the removal of a tenant.
Elroy, simply because that manly young fellow
[n an instant I had it in my grasp.
had supplanted him in the affections of Mr. IsBut at that instant there were stealthy foot- dall's beautiful daughter, Florence.
steps behind me; a sh;idow seemed to glide beWalter and Florence were shortly afterward
side me, and before I could tm·n or move a mus- married, and Walter is now a prospering busicle th\? figure hurled itself uport me and I was ness man. He never knew how near he stood
felled to the floor.
to prison and disg-race dring the eventful time I
OE co urse, I was totally unprepared for an at- was trailing the Black Valise.
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tral Mercantile Building Sixth avenue anq
Eighteenth street.
'
NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 18 ,
Hossfeld averaged 136 words a minute in the
192 1. .._ · contest,
_______
__..:______:_:=.:=.:........:.:::.:_......:.::::.:.:.
which lasted one hour. This was seven
TERMS 1'0 SUBSCRIBERS
words short of his world's record of last year.
Miss Bessie Friedman took second honors with
8 lngtf" Co1>ies . . ... . .......•. . Poe(&C'e 1' ree
7 Ct"nta
vnc Co1>y 'J'.hree )tooths......
"
..
90 c~nto an average of 133 words a minute, while Alfred
One Co11y Six ~lonths. . . . .. ..
$1.711
Tangora was third with 132.
One c~)l>r One \'t>ar . . ... . ....
S.60
Tl1e E uropean con t es t an t s ma de a poor h
("""ctn. H:uo; Foreiirn. $ 4 . .
s ow50
11ow TO s~?\D . ~JOJ\El>-At our risk sen d P . o.
ing in comparison with the Americans, Robert
Mu11ev Or<l~r. Clleck or H ei;1.tcrcd Letter; rewittunce• C. Curtis and Miss Millicent Woodward, English
In any other way ore at your risk. \\'e accept Postai;e champions and champion typists of Europe, finl't•!1111~s tile Hnme us ensl1. 'I nru sending silver wraµ the
ished eighth and ninth, respectively. Curtis made
C<;111 rn n s eparnte piece or paper to avoid cutting the
envelop<·. Write- your name and address p la inly . Ad· 90 errors in 7,284 words and averaged but 106
•lress lette rs to
words a minute. Miss ·woodward's score was 101
·narry E. WolO', Pres.
} FRANK TOUSEY,
words a minute.
c. w. Hasting•, '.l'reas.
P ublisher
It is estimated that 40,000 persons attended
Clrnrh·s E. Nylander, Sec.
168 W. 23d. St.,'N. Y.
the opening of the Business Show, including
students from the commercial schools.

INTERESTING ARTICLES
LIVE IN OLD STREET CARS
A village of street cars, fitted with the u su al
conveniences of modern homes is being establis~ed on the ou_tskirts of Swa~pscott, Mass., to
relieve the housing shortage. The cars, because
obsolete, have been stripped of running gear and
placed end to encl at one side of the street.
Several have been transformed into attractive
living quarters, wiih connections for water gas
and electricity. .
'
SAYS HE IS OLDEST LIVING MAN
"Uncle" John Shell, who claims to be the oldest
living human being, has just passed his 133d
birthday at hi s home on Greasy Creek Leslie
County, Ky. While in fairly good health Shell
seems gradually declining, it is said and has
failed to take his customary trip out into the
State, which had been an annual custom for three
years. Shell was born in 1798, when Kentucky
was part of Virginia.
HALF BILLION SPENT TO AID BRITISH
JOBLESS
Moi'e than half a billion dollars has been expended by the British Government in relieving
the unemployed since November 11, 1918, Winston Spencer Churchill, Secretary of State for the
Colonies, told a delegation which called on him
recently. This expenditure, he said, was unparalleled in any country in the world.
:Members of the British Cabinet will consider
U!J_employment shortly, and will attempt to
reach a final decision relative to measures to be
taken . Mr. Churchill said he had every reason to
believe special assistance would be given in areas
where the problem is exceptionally acute. He
expressed himself hopeful the whole question
would be solved satisfactorily.

LAUGHS
"! think we all should give up something in
Lent, my dear." "So do I, darling. What shall
it be?" "Well, you give up maki.ng paper weight
biscuits an·d I'll give thanks."
"Life," remarked the sententious bachelor, "is
like a game of cards." "It's more like a game of
chess from my point of view,'' rejoined the married man. "I invariably ·move once a year."
Impatient Guestr---1 ordered this steak not well
done! Boston W aiter-1 knqw it, but the cook
is one of those persons who believe that no matter how small a thing is it should be well done.
"It's certainly a great pity," said the man who
occasionally Jets out an audible thought. "What
is a great pity?" queried the party with the rubber habit. "That amateur actors can't see themselves as others see them."
"There is a new song I want," remarked the
customer, "but I can't thin k of its name-something about a riot and fight in Sing Sing or
some such place." "I guess thi'S must be it,"
ventured the new clerk, as he handed forth a
copy of "The Village Church Choir."
"I got ter be mo' keerful in de future," said ·
Brother Dickey; "I 'clar I has !" · "Why, what's
happened now?" "Well, I only prayed fer rain
'bout two hours en .a half, en ef dey didn't take
en send a regular deluge <lat come nigh drownin' der whole settlement! Providence always
gives me mo'n what I axes fer !"

A man in Central Kansas had trouble with his
wife anJ more trouble with his mother-in-law.
The wife finally died, and on the day of the fun-·
WRI'fES 136 WORDS A MINUTE IN
eral the undertaker started to put the bereaved
BUSINESS SHOW'S CONTEST
husband in the same hack with the mother,in-law.
The world's typewriting championship remains The man balked. "I won't ride with her,'' said
in the ~nited States. George L. Hossfeld of Pat- he. "But you .must," replied the undertaker.
erson, N. J., successfully defended hi s title of "The other hacks are all fu ll. " "Well, if I must,
premier speed typist against eight competitors I will," said the ma n, "but it will take away all
at the opening of the Busi ness Show at the Cen- the pleasure of the trip."
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
USED STOVE AS BANK
proved most suited to domestication and has
Giuseppe Silvio, a track walker employed by been rnised successfully for the last forty years.
the Pennsylvania Railroad and living a few miles In 1919 there were 424 fox farms, three mink
from New Brunswick, N. J., placed $600, his farms and two raccoon farms, with a- t~tal prolife's savings, · in a stove. · The other day Mrs. duction cf 2,543 pelts valued at $508,549. On
Silvio, unaware that her husband had selected · the farms at the end of the year were 8,310 foxes,
the stove as a cache against burglars, lit a fire. mostly of the silver variety, valued at approxiSilvio, from his post of duty, saw the smoke cul'l- mately $3,000,000.
The largest part of the Canadian fur produc- ·
ing from the chimney, hastened home and sought
tion is exported principally to the United States.
frantically to put the fire out . In the excitement the stove was overturned In the fiscal year 1921, imports from Canada toand set 'fire to Silvio's home. New Brunswick taled 2,684,000 pelts valued at $9,093,000.
firemen saved the house from destruction, but the
money was burned to ashes. Silvio said that he
ORDER YOUR PIE IN ADVANCE
will put his next savings in a savings bank.
"Reserve your favorite pie and sandwich for
lunch," reads a sign recently placed in the window of a cafeteria near Park Row, New York.
"ATTENTIO N!" NEW MESS CALL
"It may seem strange," said the proprietor,
Headed by the military term "Attention!" in- that
he have undertaken to request our patrons
stead of the prosaic civilian "notice," a small arm to
chair lunchroom opposite the Long I sland sta- thereserve their lunches, but we have found that
scheme works out splendidly. The patron
. tion in Brooklyn has an announcemen t in the is always
window saying 100 former soldiers can get a wich, i;alad,assured of 'finding his favorite sandpie or cake waiting for him, besides
square meal there for the asking every night.
finq that a lot of waste of food is av.oiued
The proprietor, it developed, was a former we
through this system.
member of the Thfrd division. He had found
"We can
more accurately the number of
l:msiness good since the war, but when he learned sandwiches judge
to make and the quantity of pie to
that some of his old buddies were sleeping in the have on hand.
park and going hungry he decided to split some would enter Formerly many of our best patrons
a few minutes after
of his prosperity with them. From midnight un- noontime onlytheto cafeteria
'find that the choicest victuals
til, 2 o'clock in the morning the hungry ex-service had been selected
. Now each day they leave their
men line up and are served army style by a busy order for the following
day or telephone it in io
staff of employees.
the morning."
TO DEPORT TWO HUNDRED
On · a special train from the Pacific to the Atlantic there came to Ellis Island the other day
200 "undesirables " for deportation. Among them
were half a dozen Anarchists. Most of these
came from Seattle and other points on the Pacific
Coast. One was from Chicago. Edwin M. Kline,
deporting agent of the Immigration Service from
Washington, had rounded up the party.
All are aliens who have been allowed to enter
the country but have been found delinquent. Under the law any alien in the United States who
fails to live up to requirements in five years may
be expelled. For instance, any admitted alien
who may become insane within five years or who
may become a public charge or who may have
committed a crime involving moral turpitude may
be expelled within five years.
$21,387,000 FUR HARVEST
More than three and a half million pelts, valued at $21,387,000, were produced in Canada in
1920, according to a survey by the National
Bank of Commerce. Muskrat and beaver p ts,
valued at $6,000,000 and $5,300,000 respecti y,
comprised about half the total, with marten,
mink, silver fox and fisher following in that
order.
A smlill proportion of these pelts was produced
by the fur farming industry, which confines itself almost entirely to silver fox. Thfl fox has

HARTS ISLAND SCHOOL
The public is quite unfamiliar with the institution on Harts I sland to which boys and men are
sent for a period of time for some misdemeano1:;,
yet it is one of the greatest educational institutions in Greater New York-as far as learning
a trade is concerned.
The greater part of those who are sent to Harts
I sland have never been t:::.ur;ht a trade, either by
neglect on the part of their parents or their gen~
era! indifference, but a peculiar fact is that when
they once enter the institution they become apt
pupils and take to a trade like a duck takes to
water.
The shoe department, where both men's and
women's shoes are made, is one of the largest
in the institution. The shoes are of a good lasting quality and can usually be soled twice before the uppers begin to crack.
In the knitting department underwear and
socks are made, both summer and winter weight,
and while they are only made for the inmates on
the island, yet are of a lasting quality.
Overall making is another industry that is
taught on the island, and many of those who
learned the trade there are now drawing salaries
in large overall factories .
Experienced teachers are provided, and Commissioner of Charities James A. Hamilton has
installed the latest machinery. During the summer months the men work eight hours a day and
about seven hours in winter.

"'What other men have done with the help of the International Correspondence
Schools, I can do, too ! If the I. C. S. has raised the salaries of other men, it
can raise mine. If it has helped others to advance, it can help me. To me.,
I . C. S. m eans 'I CAN SUCCEED.",
Make up your mind right now that not
another day shall pass until you have made
_i•ozir start toward success. Simply say " I
Will ," and the I. C. S. will come to you with
the very help you need. Whether you're a
doll ar-a-day man, or a dollar-an-hour man, a
long-hour man, or a short-hour man-there's
a better job ahead and the I. C. S. will prepare
you to step into it.
No matter w here you live, or how littl e
time or money you may have, the I. C. S. has
a course of t raining to fi t ro ur needs.
H undreds of thousands of ambi tious men
have achieYed success th roug'h I. C. S. hel p in
the past 30 years-over 130,000 are now
stud ying. getting ready for the big jobs ahead.
J o in~ them and make your life something to
be proud of. You can do it. M ark and mail
the coupon TOD AY and find out huw. I t
won't obl igate yo u in the least.
l.
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INTE R NATIONAL
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BOX 4491
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SCRANTON, PA.

Without cost or obll e ation please expl ain bow I can quality fer
the polit1on, or in the eubJect befo re which I hue marked an JI
in the li st below:

ENGI NEER
l ectric IAghting & Ballwa71
BElEELECTRICAL
ectric W i rinl
T eleeraph En&tneer
'.rel epbon e Work

MECH ANIC AL E NGINEER

Mechanical D raftsma n
Machine Shop P ractice
T oolmaker
Oas Enai ne Operat1n1

BUSINESS MANAGEM' T
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Show Card & Sign P tr.
Ra ilroad P osition•
ILLUSTRAT ING
Cartooning
Pri vate Secretiiry
Business Corresvanden&

BOOKK]i:EPER

CIVIL ENGI NEER

Stenogra pher & T yplst ·
Certifi ed Public Acoounta•

Mari ne Engi neer

ST ATIONARY E NGINEER

Railway Accountant
Comm erci al Law

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftamao
Concrete Bu ilder
·
Structural Eneineer

AUTOMOBILES

~{N~ ~it:~~I~~o~:°#.No'B
1

ARCHITECT

PL UMBING & HEATTNO

Sheet Metal Worker
T extil e Overaeer o:- lupL

§

CHEMI ST

P harmac:r

TRAFFI C MANA GER

GOOD ENGLISH

Common School SubJeotl

CIVI L SEllVICE

Railway l\Ia.il Clerk

Mathematics
Navigat.lon

AGRI CULTURE
Poultry Raising
B ANK I NO

8Toachu
Spanb -

Name ..... ........ .. ...............-.. .. ............ .... ... .. .. .. .. ... ....... ..... ..... ....... ... .. - 7

I

~ at

Str
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AGED
WOMAN'S
DREAl\:1

Reward for Every Answer!
THIS IS A GENUINE ADVERTISEMENT BY A RELIABLE CONCERN

Mrs. .Jane Dupree Glenn, of
.Mound City, Mo.,
104 years of age,
dreams of her old
home in Ohio as
she sits in her
chair knitting to
.pass away idle
rr.oments.
Alert menta11y
and
reasonably
active physically,
Mrs. Glenn lives
to talk of her
' younger days in
the
Bucke ye
State.
Mrs.
Glenn
crossed the ocean
when she was
two years old and
that was just 102
years ago. S~1~rt
-ly after arriving
in New York City
she was taken by
her parents on
their jJJurney in
an
ox-cart
to
Chilli cot.he,
0.,
where the family
first settled.
The t rip across
the Atlantic
Ocean was made
in an old-time
sailing vessel that
was eight weeks
on the way. Now
Mrs. Glenn hears
of the proposal of
bird m en to make
th:Jt same trip
through the air
in one day. Chillicothe at the time
the Glenns settled there was a
frontier town and
ju;;t a short time
before then arrival an Indian
village. This was
in 1819.
A few years
later the family
moved to Gallia
County, 0., and
the girl was married there t" John
H . Glenn J an. 1,
1839. Mrs . Glenn
was a native of
the Isle of Jersey,
located
in the
English Channel.

At the right you sec 12 5cts o f mixed up lette r~
that can be made into 12 names- of cities in the

Gire Correct Names of Cities

United States. Example: No. l ~ pells NE\X.'
YORK. Now try to give all and be rewarded .
PRIZE SENT IMMED1ATELY TO YOU
Write n ames on a postcard o r in a lctte~.
Mention whether your age is under or over 17
(so we may sen d sui t able pri=e) artd write your
name wirh address pb inly. You need not send
a cent of your money now or l<lter! This is a
j?:enuine offer. You and eve ry other person who
sends in the names will receive a prize of equd
\'::tlue ye t which m ay become wo rth $1000 to
you within three m o nths ! Lose no time. Answer

th is NOW and see what you get.

l.

WEN YROK 7.

BFFULOA

z.

MPHEMIS

ANTLTAA

3. ERITODT

4. LOETOD

10.

11. RALDPOTN

COGHACI

6. NERVDE

6 Songs, words and mllslc.; 25 Pic-

tures Pretty Girls;40 Ways to Make
Money; 1 Joke Book; l Book 011
I,ove; 1 Magic Dook; 1 Book Letter
Writing; l Dream Book and Portune T e ller; 1 Cook: Book:; 1 Base
Ball Boo!.::, gives rules for games; l
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers;! Morse Telegraph Alpha. bet; 12 Chemical Experiments;
Ma r·, Age Table; Great North Pole
Game· JOO Conundrums; 3 Puzzles·
12Games;30Verses ior Autograph Albums,
Ali
the above by:mail for 10 eta. and :a eta. poscage.
BOIAL SALEI!! CO., Box 'm4, S•mtb Nor.,all<, Conn.

YOUR VOICE
THROW
Under the table , into a
Trunk., down Cellar or
anywhere. Our lessons
in
VE!M'BILOQUISlll
teaches you. With our

Boys! Boys!
~

TH ROW

•"

YOUR

Apply It to Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or Small, and you
Are on the Road That Has
Convinced Thousands.

ror thb free trinl.

<\Of'Rn't hot her \('Ill ,

Boyst

nni•nnrp?

~·out

rupture

tl SP or ~· t•f1 r\Yhy snf'fPr thi~

jq f hr

Wlw run tlt p ri <- k

t:>f - !!nn~r~nP

:lnd ~uch <ian!?Prs rrom n smRll nn<l i11n.ocent

littlr

rnntnre ,

the

kinrl

thn t

l1n •

tlH)lt~nnd~ on th e opP rRtin~ tnhJp?

thrown
A

]l(l~t

of men nnr1 w ..,inen tirP rlnih· rnnnina- ~11ch
ri•k jn•t brcn u ' r their rnntn're• do not hnrt
nor preven t them fl'otn .a'<'tting- nr1llltH 1. '\Trite

'( VQ'CE
I
&runk,undeT Lhe bed

F.ven if

~drnt

; i.ng ~npports nl! ~·n 11r life?

·

at 011<'" for th!~ fr rl" trinl. n ~ it i.R C'Prtntnly

or

a wonct e rfnl tl11nf! anrl has n1~led Jn thf' c11t:P.
or rnpturP.R thnt WPre ns hJ!!' fl(;( n l!Hlfl~
two fi't•. Tr:v and write nt once. using- the
"() npon hP.low.

LouotFnufool-

1ngt.he'reacher,Pollcemauor

Friends.

THE VENTRILO,
a Jlttle tnetnnnent., flt.s In the moot..h out

10C

etc. .Anyone e&n ttse U.

NEYER FAILS.
A 32 PAGE llOOK
ON VEKTRILOQUlSM, tho Ven•rli. and
l arl!'O C;'\h.l<>_g of Trick s !tll for

If Rupt_ured
Try This Free

wontlPrful ~timnlntln!? nppli\~nti0n . .lu!-'.t
put it on thp r11ptnr(' H1Hl t11<' n111~c!P~ begin
to tighten: th<' .v IJP!!"in to hind tog" th pr ~o
that tt"iP oppnin.[!' c l oR0~ nnt11rnll~: nncl the
need or a ~npport o r t rn ~(;( or applinncP fq
then <lonr H\Ytt~· '"ith. Do n 't TIP!.!J...~rt t<. '-if'nfl

etc. without

C!lll~,

NEWYORK,N. Y.

hi.~

moving your
lips.
z
This outfit and book: of
'
JOKES by mail for lOc. t ,.
ARDEE CO.,
~ ,~1»1
Box 105, Stamford. Ct.

of slg-M, used with above for Bird

GA-375

Sent Free To Prove This

VENTRILO

anY'1"·here.

12. MELABTIRO

An.vone ruptured , man, woman or child.
•hou lil write nt once to 'V. ~. ~i<'t' . H~ . \
~fnin St .. Aflnmc:::. N. Y .. for n rr~e trial "t

(fits in the m o uth and
cannC't be seen) you
hnitate Birds, Ani-

Into n

SBONOT

A dd ress'

BIG VALUE for I0 Ols~

~""

9. USNOHTO

s.

GOLDEN RAVEN CO., 441 So.Boulevard,

mals,

8.

\

llGY. NOV. CO., Dep. :110, 80. Norwalk, ('o,.n.

L ARGEST anJ. O LDEST Mall Order H onse Jn Conoecucut.
HEA DQUA.RTlCRS fora)! th ~ ls.t.eetJokes, Tr1rh, N<n·t-lt"'"•'k~

Free for

Ruptnr~.

W. S. Rice. In~ ..
444A Ma in St .. Adam •. N. Y.
Yon mn:v send me entirC'ly frep n
Snmple Trerrtment of your stimulating
npplication tor Rupture.
Name ............... . ........... ; ....... .
Address . .......... .. .................... .
State ...• . • •..•.. ••• •..•.•.. ••.•• •• •• ·• ·• ·
S ONG WRITERS.-lt yon want good, original, s nappy melodies, try mine. Heal E.lC 1':
in every one. Poor word s MADE GOODgoocl -ones MADE BETTER. Send poem for
free criticism. Hesitate anrl you iose.
J, YJ,AH CASE
Suite 422, 1493 Broadway, D e pt. 22, New Yorl

LI TT LE AD S
Wr it e to R ik er & j(iug, Ad.vertising Offices, 118 East 25th S treet, N ew York City,
or 8 S ortth W abash A venue, Chicago, for particulars abottt aduer tising in this magazine.
...
AGEN T S
P ERSON AL-Co ntinued
WE WANT ME N AND WCIME N WHO A RE DESIR·

GOOD COOK, 26. seeks hubby. Send stamped envelope.
F . Willard, G?928 Broadway, Chicago, Ill.
SI NC ER E LAD I ES an d G EN T LE MEN wh o wish to
marry.
I!\G ( O)ti' Ol~O washC's clot.hes spotte~ly clean in ten
Confldentio..I •nd satisfaction.
Box 73,
to f.!'t.een minutos. One hundred other U~e:i in every Arra de Station, Los Angeles. C'•llf.
homo. _ Notlltni:: else like it.
Nature's mtghtle!t SIXT H AND SEVE NTH BOOl<S OF MOSES. Egyptian
cleru1Ger.
C o n tu 1n ~ no l ye, Umo, acid or wax.
Fast.est
St>l.'l'CtS.
Hlack ar~. other rare books. Cata.log free.
eel ling art.iclA e.~E>r sold through agen~.
FRJc"E
RHll!LES IDR~f' ~aleg easy. Enonnous repeat orders. Star Book Co., 11R21, Ca.m<i<'n. N. J.
MAr:RY:
'.Chousands congenial people, worth from
~ovc;~ v,·ot!t.
l:A-c u~ive krritory. \Ve guarantee S3.li! o!
$1,000 to $50.000 seeking early marriage, descr iptions,
f''f'<'ry package.
No C&Dltal or experience roquircd .
Il<:.ker, Ohio, ma.de $600 last roonth. You ce.n do as Jlht>Los. l11tr,oductlo11s tree. Sralcd. E1tl1er sex. Send
110 mon ey. · Address Stnndard <"or. Club. Cnysh1.l<e, 111.
well
SPnd tor FREE SAMPLE and vroo!.
L.
?JlTCHELL & co .. Desk 341,• !308-l3H E. Slot, GET MAllRIEO-Jfo st M~trimonlal paper nHblishecl.
Chicago, Ill.
Malled FREE.
American Distributor. S'ulte 217,
WID E-AW AK E ME N--To take chargti or our local 1~1a:rwiJI(• IJr111i:1..
trade; $6 to $8 a. day steady: no ox1rl!:1.ence required; -MARRY- MAR RI AG E- DI REC TO RY with photos an d
pa.y st.arts ao once.
\Vrite today. Amerlcnn Products
descriptions free. Pay when married. The Exchange,
Co.. 5192 Amoric~m Dldg .. Clneinna.ti, Ohio.
P1·111 . Ci·Fi.
l\tw.:;11~ Citr
'.\lo
l.ANDSALC!-< ;ootl herd-;.(;01t knds ln Mi ch~ . ~o. 40, IF YOU WANT A WEALTH Y, LOV ltlG W I FE . write
80 &ero t.nt.cts. $15 to $30 8.<'re. Easy terms. \V•
Violet Rays, Dennison, Ohio.
Enclose stamped enbe~p you.
Send for FREE booklet. 8WIUAR'r LAND vc lope.
co .. M-1268. lt~lrst National Hanle Bldg., Chicago.
FR IEN-DSH IP nnd comfort for lonely hearts. Enclose
stamp. Betty Leo, -407 Du"r.l! Building, Jaclteon ville ..
FOR SALE
I F YOU WANT to sell or exchange your property Florldn.
write me. JOUN J. llLACK, l?::!rc.1 St.. Chippewa MAHRYiFLO NESOM E. CenUemen 's Membenhlo 2
Falls. '"!~.
months, $1.00; on• year, $5.00: J.... ndlns' Memberahlo
\
untll ma.rrled, $1.00.
Copy of Members' NamesHELP W ANT ED
AddressP!I, 35e. Swe" i'ie nris Club, Barnea Clt:Y. I owa.
W ANT ED - 1.~00 Railnay Truffi..: lns11ectors; no expcMA RRY- ll lC H. hunctrcds an'Xtou-S:-ctescr touff uSt tree,
rlencc; trilin for this profession thru Hpare time homesatisfactJon guara.nt<'od. Select Club. Dept A, Rapid
1tudy; easy terms; $110 to $~00 monU1!y and expensea
guarnntt·1-d . or monoy back. Outdoors; loca l or travel- £1!,_So. D_nk _.- - - - - _
MARRYGIRL 18, WO RTH $45,000 ; widow, 40, worth
lng; under big men who reward nbilll'y .
Get Free
$100,000: hundreds v:NLJthy. List free. SUNFLOWER
Do-,kier , l'M-101,
Standard Business Training Jnst..
CLl.:B, B-300. CIMARRON, KANSAS.
Bu!Ta'o. !'. Y.
RAILW AY MA IL and other Government Clerks nerded
SCIENTIFI C
soon (WC0-\\'0Ul80), $1600-$~300. Pcnnaneut. \\'rite
E-Dlme, P8yche, Help In Trouble, Full.
Q.Uick!y.
Mr. Oz:nf"nt, former u. s. Government H 0I,fR.OSCOP
ro. Rox 5. Elme8. G&rdlnl'tf. Me.
Examin er , 149, St. Louis.
FUTURE FOR ETOLD-Sena dime . blrtbdate f0<
ME N------W A NT ED to mflke secret lnveatlgatlons &nd YOUR
truth.rut. reUab\e convinclng
readln.I'.
JTazel
re1io:-ts.
F.x;inlence unnecetJsary.
\Vrite J. Ganor, Hawe. Rox 215K, L~ A11ce lea. trial
C:it11f.
Former Oov't Det.ecU"e, 132, llt. Louis.
BE A DE 1 EC TI VE. Qpportu11!ty ror men and women YOUR LIFE STORY ln the stars. Sond birth date ond
Oime for trial reading. Shenn&n, Ra1>ld C!tY~ak.
for secret i1nest1gatlon in your district. W rite c. T.
Lwi11·Jg. !l21 \\"e"torcr llldi:: .. liausas C'l!y, Mo.
q<'nrl
ASTR OLOGY-STAR S TEL L LIFE'S STORY.
blrthdate
an d dime !or trln.l reading. Eddy, Westl>Ort
LADI ES WANT E D, amt MEN, too, to address envel~
011es nnd mall advert Ising matte r ab home !or large St., 33-73, Kansas City, Mo.
mail order nrms, spare or whole time. Can make C RYSTA L ClAZ ING- TIIE CRAZE. SE.'ID oelf-add.....00
$10 to S35 wkly. ~o capital or experience reQuireri.
!'tarnlX'cl envelope for free instructions.
Zanig,
Bool~ explains everything; send 10 cts. to cover PostagP,
Aqhury T'ark, N . •T.
etc. ~·arct Pub. C'o .. 'l'llton. N. TI.
QU IZZ th e MYST E RIOU S apparently teUs close secrete
DETECT IVES EAR N B IG MON EY . Great demand ror
Gt past Rttd tut.urei \\1t.hout aid ot huma.n will. Write
men a.IHI womrn. Fascinating work. Pnrtlculars free. tot' interpqting free douill., and trial. QUJZZ CO .. Bay'W rite, America n Detective Sl'steru. 1968 Ilron.dway, hoad. Florida.
New Yorl;:.

Ot:S OF MAKING $:?;j.0Q to $~00.00 PJ,,'R \\"EEK
CLEAR PROFl'l' from the start tn a permanent buqin<"&s
of th;;ir own. M ITCHLLL'S MAGIC MAR\'EL WASJl·

MANUSC RIP T S W ANTED

STOR I ES, P OEM S, PL AYS, ol<'., nre wanted for publication. S\1bm!t MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 515
Banr.ihal. Mo.

MISCELLA NEO US

A MB ITIOU S WRITERS semi today for Free Copy,
Amerlc,·s leading magaz.ine for writers ot Photoplays,
Stories. }\)ems, Songs.
Jnstructivr, helpfu l.
Writer"s
Dll:"esl. 608 Buller Bldg. , Cincinnall .
PA TENTS. 'J'rademark, Copyright-forem ost \vord ft!"'.
J..oni; exnerience as patent r:;olicitor. }Jrnmpt ad,·irc,
ch ar~ es rery rcai:;onable.
Correspondence solicih•lL Rel'IUlts pror111;ad. Met7.J?er \YaRhincton
D.

"·

SONGWRI TERS

WRITE THE WORD S FOR A SONG . We will ('Omposo mwUc. gerure cop:vrlithl.
1
poc>ms on any subject. SETON :rT fk1Jrl~b~·~~,j:
920 S. Michig11n Ave .. Room 122, Chlr"!.r.o. _ _
_
so- NGWRITERS- Send
,;;y-rroo pamvblet , " SONG
\YRITERS" SECRETS." E. IIanson, Boom 608. !810
B roadway, Chicago.

for

ST AJ.\ft.MERING
ST -S T U· T · T. T ER I NG
Tnstrurtll"c booldet
Potnmnc

llll'i

free

stnn•mering MUed at home.
Walter McDonnell, 1

Ban It Rldg .. \\'1ti;;hln'!fOn . D.

c.

TOBACCO HABIT

STOP TO BACCO HABIT Free Sa1~plo Famous Tobncc0
PERS ONAL
Roon. No cra\'1.ng after first few doses. Dr. Eldora.
MARR IAGE PAPER .
20th yur.
Big issue with A-15 , St. ,]O!';Cph. Mo .
descriptions. photos. n:im~s and ftddresscs, 25 cents.
No otJ1er foe. Sent sea led . Box 2265R, Boston, Mus. TOBACCO or !:inutT llab\t CUrf'd or no l)ay.
$1 I
C'nred.
Remedy sent on trial.
Suverba Co .. PC
LONE LY MAIOEN, 2r. w(luJd m11cry. Wrho ror ptcJ"\A.ltin1ore. Mrt.
tu re. Box 150K, Syracuse. N. Y.
KILLS MAN LY VIG OR-Oult eu!ly. Ci""r
MEN-T"se the M~gic \'R("UUffi Masc;agc r ror strength, TOBACCO
ettes, cbe~in.g. 1nnnk!nC'. snuf?. ronquere<1 or no <'harge
healt.h and stamina. Fine nlckel·pla.tect instrurnPnt Sma.ll sum, 1! sa.Ustactory.
S'tC>PA crn'f'11ig, han'nl~
r;ent pr11pa.id In plain wrapper ror only $3. 00. Adam Full treatment on
trb.l. Perktns Co . . 51-A, Tiasttngs
Fisher Mfg. Co., 229, St. Loula. Mo.
Neb.

·HOW TO MMKE LOVE
PRIC E ~

10

C . ,.LVuo•cv- 8t G r UN

BOY S :~':ie~p=e~~~~~~on~ ~·'#1~~~
A l t: A.GIC Tl"lek.

MARVEL MFG.

Nov~ltT FR-l!!E with em.·ll X-RAy.

co~

Dept. 13

NEW HAVEN , CONN.

( NEW BOOK) Tells how to Get
Acq~nted: How to Begin Courtship
H.ow to Couri a Bas~ ful Gir!; to Wuo a
Widow; to win an :H oiress; how to catch
a Rich Bacb eior; bow to manage yottr
beau 111makc him ptopose;bow to make
yourfell owor girl Jove you: wh at to do
before and after the wedding~ 'Ictls
other t hine• necessary for Lovers ta
kuow, Sample CCE_Y bJ: mall IO eenU.
Jig~ 202, a9• ~orn~ Cou.

lll>lA.L BOOK (10,a

GRAS SHOPPERS
IN ICE
Stan ding
in
Daisy Pass the
traveler is at the
threshold of some
of the most interesting
won derlands
of
the
Beartooth, writes
A. H . Carhart in
the
American
F orest r y Magazine in a n article
on " T he Land of
the
Beartooth. "
Perhaps t he most
cu rious g lacier in
t he world is foun d.
here. Indeed i t
can claim distinction on its
unique
fea tur e
w h ic h wo uld
make it an un usu al scenic value
among man y g laciers.
It is the Grasshopper
Glacier
and in its ice it
carries thousands
of grasshoppe rs
p r e s e r v e d in
freezi ng condition
for ma ny yea rs.
It is believed
t hat
centu ries
ago, before white
men came to this
continent, a vast
horde of these insects were fly ing
over the mountains at a high a lt itude when they
encountere d a severe cold air current.
T he low temperature
killed
the grasshcppe r s
or drove them to
an alightin g
place and t hey
were ' caught in
the ice and snow
of the glacier.
The glacier with
three smaller ones
lies in a huge
semicircle extending
from
the
north and east
edge of Sawtooth
Peak to ·Granite
Peak, making a
c o n t inuo u s
stretch of ice-over
th ree miles in
length.

SCALERS OF
WORLD'S
HIGHEST
PE AK
Somewher e in
the tang led maze
of the southern
Himalayan mountains three parties of British en~ineer s are workm g their way
t h r ough
u nexplored gorges and
passes tow ard the
b ase of Moun t
E verest. They are
blazing the way
fo r 'the expedition
that will later
this su mmer att em pt t o scale t he
g ranite walls of
E verest and conquer the hi ghest
mountai n p eak on
the globe.
T h e first p arty
to leave here,
commanded
by
Maj.
Morshead,
proceeded u p the
T eesta V a I I e y
and over what is
known as
t he
Kangrila
route .
T he other t wo
units, commanded by Col. Bur y,
intend to m eet
t he
Mo rs head
party a t Kh amba
J ong, and then
t he combined expedition
w i 11
strike west ward
t oward the village of 'I engri
Jong, ab out 30
miles north of th e
E verest
g roup .
From then ce will
start th e party
which will t r y t o
r each the summit of the domin ating peak of
the ran ge.
Before the actual work of scaling the stupendous
,,Japes
of
Evere ~t can begin , however, engineers
must
carefully survey
all a pproaches to
the mountain a n d
try t o find the
most practicable
route to the top.

c
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'l'wo Dollar
Article at exactl7

HALF PRICE

II You Order Now.

Direct from the factory at Intr oductory

:~~i y s!~}·pre~~1:w:~. ~~e1~Fboef $~?Ko.tr
FREE l~frC:~~·:tdSf.O~in~e~~ Yf1ii:\,.~r~:~ ~t~
1

DUPLEX MFG. · CO., Dept. 109,

°i

OH~BOYS·CIRL
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THYOUR
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' CLA Xl)'~bHON E
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under t he tnbl8. b n<' k of a d oo r. into a tM
In S<.>b ool, an.v o ld place. Il le FU'ii f ooling J

P olicem an . F ri en d ~. n n yi>od y Se• e r1t.I boy
want tnur e Claxoph on t.· •· 1 h Ad AO m u <"h f1
d o w i thout t h e m . ' C la zuphnnc layR o n y o
unseen. nlway°' r e a dy f o r u file b y n nyo n e. Jmt
Ol a x o p h o n e wi t h full in1'tt"n cttom1 and ! t' t ~
;"f~~';~~[~~~~~~:r.1 ael e D l a.1 T r lcL:, all tc

StOP'D'SiUP: aftTi
Yes, •tollJ it
by your own
It Is only a

a false p rot
collapsln~w

It Is u ndern
h ealth. Whi
tlnue t owea
Is a b etter '
means t h&.
torturous tr1
t hrown aw
a nd It's all
Stuart'•PLl

are dlff o r
medic i ne

madeselt~ac

p osely top·
p i n~

and t c

arraniemen

parts aecur<
NO

BU

s

AT
cann•
cann1
pres!t
publ1

Thousa nd• have t rea te d them•elv•• In th1
t he home, and report most o bstinate case

d elay from work. Soft a• velv e t-•••Y to
penaive. Process of r ecovery ts n atural , s1
no use for trusses. Awarded Gold Medal J

~g::1no~; ~~:~~~r~~ll1~i..1;.'Piro. ~~~
P iao a o Co. 2105 Stua rt B ldd , St. l

l>~~a~!~v!!!!'
c h o ice or 44 Styl ea, colors and stze~
ot famou s Ra ilcer Btcycles. P'acto r yto- R lder l ets y ou buy a t ·w ti u .ega le
prices. • :%VTU• prepaid. dlreet f rom make r .

12Months toPq ;~i:r rf: n~n~o~
Y

a t once. Many bun

a nd 11t lrls ea11lb
The

11ave t he small monthly payme nt8.

R•nae r is a better bicycl e than )'OU can
b uy anywhere at any price.

T ires ~r:~:~~n:t h.~1·J:u:~~i:ene~

SEND NO MONEY. Slmpl:r write fo r our blir , lll u
:atalatr with lowHt price• ar

trated fre e Rans• r

Company
Mead Cyde
Dept

~r.~ g-,:.
St88~hlca~o :fr~~'"'

LI TT LE

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful instructiv e, aud Amusin~. They C.ntala
Vali1~ble Informati on on Almost Every S ubject

Wri te to R ik er & /(illg, Ad,vertisi11g Offices, 118 E a No. . N AJ:'OL.t:O
N ' tl O.ltAC UL L.M A N D J.>KEA.M
1
or 8 South Wab ash Av Pntt e, Ch icago, for particulars a4 uooK.Co u tainiu g th e g r ea t o r acle of uumn.n d e s- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --

- - - - . . , - - - - - . . . . , t i n y; also t h e t ru e Ineau m i; o t almo s t
of
-.
Pl d rea ms, together wit h cua rws, c e r e111 o n 1e s , a.uany d hind
c u riou s
GO OD COO.Kl g ame s of card s .
CL~'::& p,~olftt.1\1~ ,t~\~~~t'!n $;o,~:.~:;,~ b~~~~
Willard; ,_N o. 2. HO~ ':.~ . DO T R I C K S.- 'l.'he _i; :ca t. book ot
or t.'L·ir °'rn. MJTCffI;LL'S MAGI C ~fA R >'l':L WAS.JI- SIF.
NCERE
mai;1c und car d tuc ks , couta1111ng lull lll
UCtlOIJ Oil a ll
I NG ( OMl' OP Nl> washrs clothes spotlessly clean in t en
marry.
Ci tlle lt.ac.ling card tncks or llle du.y, a ..so tb"eU wos
t popular
to fiftee n m inu tos. One hundred othe r uses i n every Arca de Stn.tio
ma "" ic a! l d Utsious a~ pl· rft• l'Ut ~ d by u U.l' l~.t.i. din g wa.a-t-:~~~Cr. NC~:N:i1n e~~ ly~ellrn~~· acl~a~~~~:x. mlffi~~.:;: Sl!Jr~ts~ N ~ ; l'iu~H; cv -.:!rY ~oy i;,hou
ld u iJtaiu a <:u py ot tbJ s boo k .
selling ,artJcl• ""' oold through ageua.
F B L'E Star B ook Co
.!So. ;;. n o w TO .l'LJ.R'l',-T he arts aud >HIPS of
RAM ~T,ES m•~· ..ate• easy. Enor;i\ous repeat orders. MA ll RY:
T llirlatlon are fully explaine d by this li t tle boQJ<.
Be :~~;; i;~kt~ge~c ~~ivec;~f~ior~r ';: ;r~:~:te~~~~~~~
$1.0 00 to $! s ill cH tll e :va rio us me tll oUs. of handk~ rcble~.
fa u. g toTe.
1
Il <:.ke r, Oh1o, made $600 l ast won th. You c1m do as JJ.il)tos.
h
it
r,0(
pa
r
a
sol
,
wn1d
o
w
autl
hat
t11rtution,
it
c
on
t
a1.os
u fu ll Use
well.
Send for FRE E SAMP LE and proof.
L. Ho money. A of the lan g uage uud s c utimeut of fiow e 1·s.
~~~;~E1t. & co.. Desk 341 , 1308-1314 E. 61st. GiI.11!~/1~~ r.;o. -l. aow ·i:o
llA...."\C..11: i • t ile Litle o f thi s little
WID E-AW AK E ME N--To take chargti of our loe a.l ~'._lu. 1 ~·~(' _P b uo l,;.
trade ; $6 to $8 a de.y steady ; no exverlonce reQui rod; MARRY-M A tlilJu .e 1t ~v H ltlill S f ull W :::ill' Uc ti o llt; .Ill t.i.h:: a r t O! dancing,
t te 111 tlJ. c \Ju lJJ'oom au<.i at 1n.1.r u e~. h ow t.o cJres a.
pay sLa.rta u once. \ Vrite tr>day.
Anv•r1cnn Products
desc riptions uu U full

AGENTS

WE WAN T MEtl AND W(lMEN WHO ARE O!:S IR-

u

..

1

1

9'!:·~9;.__A mcric:tn B ldg:~inMnna.ti ,

Ohio.

ll1·JJI.

LAs~ &c~A\~11 c~~'$(1sh~~dis3id a ~~~~ls ~:tll~li~~ ;;u; ·
0

1

b e:i.p you.

1

Send for FREE book let.
~·trst

co .. M-1268.

1

\!Jt

0

S\Vl OART LAND

Na•lo nat Hant< Hldg., Chicago.

FOR SA LE
IF

YOU

WA NT to sell or exc hange your property
JOUN J. BLACK, 173rd 8 t.. Cblppe;a

F;~·rsl.to"v~1s~·

H ELP W ANTE D

W ANT E 0 - 1. ::iOO R aih\ay T rnffL:.: Inspecto rs; n o expe-

r ience; tnd n for U1is nrofession t hr u spare t ime hom c1tudy; t'<ISY t erms ; $110 to $,200 month ly and ex pen ses
guarantl·t·d. or money b nck . Outdoors ; l oc al or travel ing; u nder big m en who rewarcl ability,
Get Free
Bo·.,kiec, t' M- 101,
Standard Buoincss Tr ai ning In st ..
1
B uff<t 0, ]\. Y .

RA1LW ~A~Y~M~A~
IL
_ a_n_d_o_
tll_e_r_O_o_v_er_n_m_e_n_t_C_lc-r-ks_n_ee_d_o_d

soon (men- women) . $1600- $::! 300. Pennn.neut. " ' rite
Qu ick!y.
Mr. OT..m.E.>nt, form er U. S . Government
E xa mi ner. 149. St. L ouis.
MEN W A NTED to ma.ke secret 1nvee tigations a.nd
rP-JlO:ts.
}~ X IJ(' r ie11co unnecot1sary.
\Vrite J . Ganor,
F ormer Oov' t Detecti"r"e . 132, S t. Louis.
BE A DETE CT I VE . Qpportuu!ty for men and wom en
for secre t investt gn tl on In you r d ts rrict. Write C. '1'.
Lw1wlg. 52 1 \\"!!stover ll lch: .. liun~as ('i!y, Mo.
LADIES WA NT ED. a nc l ME N, too, to add ress en velopes nnd mail advertlslng matte r at home ror la rge
mai l order firms . sparo or who le time. Can ma ke
$10 to $35 wkly. ~ o ca11ita.l or experience r eq ui red.
Booli explains everything; send 10 cts. to cover r>ostag'{',
etc. ~· n r ct Pub. Co .. 'l'llton. N. TI.

DETECT IVES EAR N BIG MONEY . Gre• t dem•nd !or

men an<l women. F asc in at ing worlc P nrtl culars free.
Wri te. America n Detective Sys tem. 1968 Broad way,
N ew Yorlt.
,,,.

MANUSC RIPTS W ANTED

STOR I ES, P OE MS, PL AYS, ete .. :ire wanted for pubH~
cation. S\1b mit MS S. or writ e Litera ry Bureau . 51 5

RAnr.lhal. Mo.

AMB ITIOUS

MISCELL ANEOUS
WRI T ERS send todny for Free Copy,

America 's lead ing magazi ne for write rs of P hot.op1ayR ,
S tories, J'4)ems, Songs. l nst ructlVi', helpful.
Writer's
Dlge1a. 608 Bulle r Bldg., Cincl nn aU.
PA T E NT S, Trademark, Copydght-for emost word fre".
Lon:; experience as paten t solicitor. Jl rompt achirC',

char,es very reMonabl e.
Pu lts procu(ad. M et~cer

MARRIA GE

Co r respond en ce solicitt>d.
" "n.shinr:-ton D. f'.

R e-

PERSONA L

PAP ER.

20th

YeAr.

Big IS!ue wlth

descrintlons. photos. names and ruidresses , 25 cents.
No 0U1er fBB. S ent sea led . n ox 2265R. B oston , M as~.

L Ot~r~~YB!Al~o~~· S~·B C~·~:ldN.m~ry.

~i4~..:.______!'.

Uuu c es.

directious tor caHiu& Ltll: 111 all po pu lar square

IFv~?e~ :.~I :N o. 5. HO \ l " TO 1\L\. K.E LO\' K.- A COlilp letc guid e
velope.
to lo ve , c o u r t sh ip and n 1arriag t , g i vin g
a d vice,
FffiENl'8Hil rul e s and eLiquettP to be ol>scrvell , witlls~usilHc
m a ny cu r ious
stamp. B• uud interesti n g I uiu i;s not g eu e ra lly kn ow n .
Florida.
No. o. HO W 1 ' 0 ll.i!:<.: O.U.b. AJ; A'.J.'JiLJ!:'.rJ>. M!~:t~s. ' ~, fu ll iu i:, tru c tious for Lilt! use o.l'. dum lJ lJells. Jnd1 a n Givlna
cJuJJa.
until ma.rrli IJ u rallel I.Jars, u o ri zontal l>:t.'·s uull vario u s o t ll t! r .iu e tbods
Addre••••. 31 or d e ¥e lo p i ng a good, heultb _v wuscle; c o u t a1111!J.: over
MAR RY- l!tt 6ixty i ll ustrations.
sat!Bfacti""
~ o.
7. llO W 'l'O .KEEP l:lllillt1.-li1.1 11ll soiu ~ J.T i llus Qi_~ So:... LI , I ra Led and coutalui11g rull iu s trucu o us Lor til e
uu wligeMl\R RY-G I w e nt auu tralniu:.; or the cllllary, uwck iui;: l>i r d, llu
l> oltuk,
clLo~.O(\t J l>luckuird, 1Jaroyue L, parrot, etc.
3
'
N o. 11. ll O W T O H .t:COAlE A VE.N'l'RI L O(! UllS'.r.B y Harry Kenu edy. E very iu te!J, g eut !Joy r eau luJ':' this
HOR.OSCOP I l>ook or i n structions cau lil!l.SLe r t il e a rt, a n d create au1
Lifo. Rox amount or fun fo r l.tilu self uuu · frl~ud s . lt Is
t he &reat YOUR FU TI est book e ve r p u blls ued ·
m!"~~- 1 r'Ji;,, \
N o . i o. n ow TO HOX.- Tlle art of se!J- uefense
YOUR LIFE waue easy . Contaiuini,: over tllir t.Y illus tl'a tio n •
ot
d ime ror u i;uurds, I.Hows, and Lue uiff.:re u t posltious of a gooll
ASTROLOG Y l;o ~ cr. Jj;very l> o y s u O>tld ol>tuin o llc of Llleae u ~el u l auu
blrthdate , Ins tructive .books . as it \\ill teacu .v u ll ll o w t u !Ju> W1 t u
St .. 33-73, I uut a u Ins tru c to r .
CRYSTAL~
No. 11. n ow
'.l' O
WRITE LO \ ' E-LET '.l'EHS.-A
•tam poct
most cowple te little l.Jook. coutaiuiug full directions t or
Aci:lm ry P ark. \\. l'i lill~· l uvt! -letters , au<l wlt e n LO us~ t L c m . J.CiV lli
~ spec!·
QUIZZ the I w e 11 lette rs f o r yuuni: aud Olli.
,.°~~~s~'t.. '.'lo. 12. HOW 1'0 Wltl 'l 'J!; L1;''r'.rEHl) .'1'0 LA.OIES.10hoad.
Florl<I Giviug c ow[,l le te_ iustruct10u 101' writing le u ers to
lull ie• ou Jlll ~UllJec ta; also letters of 1ntroa ucuou, notea
I u11 u r~ 4U etit .S.
WRITE TH I
No. Ia. HOW 1'0 DO l'l'; OR. BO O K 01' ETJ.
ooso musJ
porms on I (lL1'T'.l' .,;.-1t is a l{r~at life secre t, ·and 011" tuat ever;
:\
v
uug wan Ut!1:> H'CS t o kuo w aJl a lJout. '1' lit!rl!::. btt pl)i ·
920 S. Michl
•
_
SO NG WRf'i u ess i n it.
.No. 14. n ow TO AiAKE CANDY.-A c o m plete handWRITERS1
B roadway, C Uov K fu r 1uuk 111g uJI kiu li.s o r c.a.u(.i y , ice-cl't!U.ll.J,
dY l" UPH.
t' "";::,e 11t..:l:S, etc .• e t c .
.No. 17. no w '.l'O DO [\JE CllA..NICA L T ltlCiiS.ST -STU · T- T·
Cou t a in111g co.iup1cte i u :str u cLio u s 1or perforwiLg over
Jnstru<'tll"c
Potomac Han ~i x ty m echan ical tr icks. l!' ully illus tra te d.
N o . 18. now TO BECOME H E A U'rlFUL-O ne of
STO P TO Bl\C th e IH tK,Jllest und mos t vai ual.>f'e little books e ver i:Jveu
Hoon. No t o th e wor ld . Jj; ve r .v bod y w is h e.i to k now
how to beA -Hi. St. Jo~t co m e beautiful. bo
t h mal e a nd f em al e . The eecrH Is
TOB ACCO 0 1 si mJJIP . a n d a lm o~t cost less .
rurecL

R ei

Writ e fo r pie - 11 Plltimore M1
Kl
MEN-Use the M ai;rie Vacuu m M assager for strength . • TOBACCO
ettes cbe~"l
healt)l and stamina.. Fine c.ickel -:olated illBtru mE'nt Sm3.ll
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